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Abstract 
This thesis describes an investigation into the production of precision dimension lead-
free solder spheres using continuous-mode jetting equipment for the electronics 
manufacturing industry. 
The "Jetting Technology" has evolved from the ink-jet printing industry and has been 
adapted to cope with elevated material temperatures, which allow for a much wider range 
of materials to be investigated. 
A continuous-mode jetting head was licensed from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and re-engineered to produce uniform solder droplets between 54-1 I 52J.lm 
diameter (± 51lm tolerance), at operating temperatures up to 400°C. The necessary 
modifications to the MIT equipment to facilitate the research have been fully 
documented and include: orifice redesign; combined focusing and deflection hardware; 
'in-situ' stream direction adjustruent; droplet detection and the development of a novel 
algorithm to precisely control the size of the droplets. A full description of the 
electronics hardware used to create, capture and measure uniform droplets is reported, 
along with the additional hardware that was customised to collect, freeze and filter the 
(metal) solder spheres. 
An investigation into replacement materials for collapsible (60/40) and non-collapsible 
(90/10) tinllead solder spheres (used in ball grid array, chip scale packaging and direct 
chip attach applications) was conducted, and a variety of alloys were manufactured using 
the equipment (batches of 450j.lffi, 800llm and 900j.lffi diameter sizes in seven different 
alloys). The microstructures and composition of the spheres were examined, using 
metallurgical techniques, to compare the repeatability of the equipment against ingot 
material. 
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A large number of these solder spheres have since been utilised in other research 
programmes investigating replacement alloys to eliminate lead from electronics products, 
in particular the 'Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy' at the University of 
Cambridge and the industry driven 'High Density Packaging User Group', 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
This thesis describes an investigation into the production of precision dimension lead-
free solder spheres, using continuous-mode jetting equipment, for the electronics 
manufacturing industry. 
The "Materials Jetting Technology", has evolved from the ink -jet printing industry and 
has been adapted to cope with elevated material temperatures. The higher working 
temperatures allow a much wider range of materials to be investigated, which had been 
limited to room temperature liquids, such as water based coloured inks. The latest 
applications include solder bumping flip-chip and ball grid array packages, and three-
dimensional metal fabrications which have been produced for rapid prototyping of parts. 
The continuous-mode materials jetting developed by Chun [US patent 5,266,098] has 
been licensed from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and an initial piece 
of laboratory equipment was installed at the Nortellaboratories in July 1998. The MIT 
head was subsequently developed and re-engineered to become more operator-friendly 
(suitable for shop-floor production) and was further customised to capture and freeze 
uniform sized, spherical solder spheres. 
The objectives of this thesis are to: 
• Present the previous research surrounding the jetting technology; 
• Present the hardware developments made to the MIT head; 
• Present the creation of a size control feedback algorithm; 
• Describe the use of solder spheres in the electronics manufacturing industry; 
• Explain the method and apparatus required to produce precision dimension solder 
spheres, and 
• Present the metallurgical examinations of the spheres that were produced. 
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1.1 Materials jetting background 
The concept of materials jetting has been developed from the work on ink -jet printing in 
the late 1980's [1,2]. The major modifications achieved have been to accommodate 
increased melting temperatures of the materials to be jetted and the ability to induce a 
surface charge to both conductive and dielectric materials. Initial experiments dealt 
predominantly with Iow melting temperature indium-based alloys and focused on 
separating the material into a uniform droplet stream [3,4]. After successful 
demonstrations, efforts concentrated on automating the equipment by concentrating on 
the physical behaviour of the stream [5], modelling of droplet solidification [6], and 
ultimately controlling droplet deposition [7]. 
The technique for producing minute quantities of materials (in liquid form) referred to as 
"Materials Jetting", can be separated into two distinct technologies: 
• Continuous-mode materials jetting (CMJ), and 
• Drop-on-demand (DOD) mode materials jetting. 
1.1.1 Continuous-mode materials jetting (CMJ) 
This technology utilises the natural break up of a stream forced through an orifice as 
described mathematically by Lord Rayleigh in 1878 [8]. The stream break-up is made 
repeatable by mechanically vibrating the material reservoir (near the natural drop 
forming frequency of the jet), causing pressure oscillations to propagate through the 
fluid. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the apparatus similar to that presented by Chun in 
his US patent titled 'Production of charged uniformly sized metal droplets' [9]. 
Mechanical vibrations are produced by pulsing piezoelectric crystals attached to a shaft 
and disk vibration transmitter, which is situated in the material reservoir directly above 
the orifice. The molten material is then forced through the orifice at a rate determined by 
the pressure inside the crucible, and a charge is induced onto the droplets using an 
electric field. The continuous droplet stream is ejected out of the bottom of the 
equipment at speeds of up to 10mls and can be used to deposit patterns onto substrate 
materials using a linear X -Y table. 
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Chun has demonstrated droplet production rates between 1,500 and 35,000 Hertz (Hz), 
using a range of different orifice sizes. Godin [10] has noted that CM] droplet formation 
can occur at rates of up to 44,000 Hz, also using a piezoelectric transducer to excite the 
liquid. 
Droplet charging is required to prevent the stream from merging and to maintain a 
constant spatial distance during flight. Conductive materials can be charged by locating 
charging plates in the region surrounding the stream break -up and applying a reference 
D.C. voltage between the crucible and these plates. Dielectric materials can be charged 
in a similar manner, by passing the droplet stream through an intense electric field, such 
as a corona discharge source, again by applying a D.C. reference voltage between the 
plates and the crucible. 
CM] usually produces ball sizes that are approximately twice the orifice diameter, but 
the ball diameter can be altered by up to ±20% by varying both the driving pressure and 
vibration frequency, as demonstrated by Alvarez [11] utilising a closed loop feedback 
system. This work was aimed at controlling sphere size for plastic ball grid array 
(PBGA) components, and demonstrated diameter tolerances within +/- 3% (for 850~m 
tin/lead solder spheres) by varying the piezoelectric driving frequency. 
Without intervention, all the droplets would travel in a straight line and can be separated 
as close as one ball diameter apart. In most applications, the amount of droplets required 
at a desired location is quite small, therefore most of the stream must be prevented from 
reaching the target. This can be achieved by charging individual droplets and either: 
• Removing the unwanted droplets from the stream using a catching device, or 
• Deflecting individual droplets towards a target using an electrostatic deflection 
field, and collecting the remainder. 
Figure 2A illustrates the principle of droplet deposition behind the CM] system adopted 
by the MPM Corporation [12]. Figure 2B illustrates the drop-on-demand mode system 
developed at Microfab Technologies, as discussed in Section 1.1.2. 
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The literature on CM] describes how individual spheres can be deposited at precise 
locations [7,9]; but no specific information is available discussing either re-use or 
recycling of waste material. In order to utilise the potential rates of deposition a suitable 
recycling method will probably have to be devised to make the CM] technique more 
commercially viable. 
1.1.2 Drop-on-demand (000) mode materials jetting 
DOD, as the name suggests, produces individual droplets of material on demand. Each 
droplet is produced by displacement of a transducer coupled to the crucible, inducing a 
volumetric change in the liquid. The volumetric change causes pressure/velocity 
transients to occur in the fluid, causing a droplet to be issued from the crucible orifice 
[13], Hansell noted this technique for generating droplets in 1950 [14]. The energy 
required to individually dispense particles on demand is larger than is required to break 
up a continuous stream, because the entire fluid column is disturbed. 
The solder jet head consists of a solder jet device mounted below a solder reservoir 
which refills the ejected solder, see Figure 3 [IS]. A back-pressure of nitrogen and a 
vacuum are applied to the reservoir to move the solder through the capillary to inhibit 
oxide growth. A nitrogen shroud is used to protect the solder from oxidising as it has 
been shown that an oxidising environment heavily effects process stability [4]. A 
contraction of the piezoelectric actuator causes a pressure wave to transmit through the 
glass capillary and solder, resulting in a droplet being ejected. The amplitude and 
direction of the electrical pulse determine the velocity of the droplet, which typically 
travels between 1-3m1s [IS]. The pressure waves that reach the orifice are a complex 
superposition of vibrations with several modes of system frequencies [16]. These extra 
waves are reflected at the interfaces, and may result in additional droplets being formed, 
which are known as 'satellites'. 
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The DOD technology has been used to produce ball diameters as small as 25J..l.lI1 [3] 
compared to the CMJ system where droplet diameters as small as 10Ilm have been 
reported [9]. The ball diameter is roughly equal to the diameter of the ejected material, 
and the rates at which balls are produced tend to be lower than the CMJ equipment. Ball 
production rates of up to 9,000 droplets per second have been demonstrated [17]. 
Contrary to the CMJ technology, the flight path of the droplet, using DOD - Figure 2B, 
from orifice to substrate, is as short as possible (typically of the order of millimetres). 
Although this allows for smaller dimensions in the overall system design, it inhibits the 
use of feedback control- once a pulse is sent to the droplet generator there is no way of 
adjusting the amount of material expelled from the orifice, which is already making its 
way towards the substrate. In high precision applications, such as producing optical 
components and micro-pitch wafer bumping, controlling the volume of material and the 
surface finish is critical. 
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Chapter 2 - Physical modelling of the jetting process 
There has been far more theoretical analysis of the break-up phenomena surrounding the 
CMJ technique than the DOD mode jetting. This is mainly due to the added 
complexities of breaking-up a stream and the need for charging and deflection techniques 
to actively select and control droplet deposition. This section covers the fundamental 
theory surrounding the two technologies and presents an introduction to the experimental 
stages of this report. 
2.1 Modelling continuous-mode jetting 
So far this report has focused on the CMI equipment developed by Chun, however, there 
have also been other researchers who have developed their own continuous mode 
platforms. The stream break -up mechanisms are essentially the same for all CMJ 
machines, therefore it would not be worthwhile to analyse each apparatus in detail. For 
reference, this is a summary of the research groups who have actively been involved in 
CMJ, including references to documents which detail the individual methods and 
apparatus: 
• M.Orme - University of California, Irvine - many publications surrounding the 
break -up phenomena and flight characteristics, including a US Patent describing 
the method and apparatus [18,19]. 
• I.Priest and C.Srnith - University of Texas, Arlington - pUblications surrounding 
the application issues of jetting technology including a US Patent for a liquid 
droplet generator [20]. 
• R.Godin - MPM Corporation - a few publications again covering the applications 
of materials jetting and summarising the theories established by Orme and Chun 
[21]. 
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The rest of this section is concerned with the theory behind CMJ, in particular: 
• Uniform droplet production; 
• Charging mechanisms; 
• Deflection Techniques; 
• Focusing, and 
• Deposition. 
2.1.1 Uniform droplet production 
To achieve droplet generation from capillary stream break -up, molten fluid is issued 
through an orifice oflmown diameter Od (Figure 4). A controlled disturbance of 
wavelength ;t1 is imposed, which initiates a surface tension driven instability on the 
surface of the capillary stream. The surface disturbance grows until droplets are formed 
with an average separation of;t. For all incompressible materials, such as liquid metals, 
the frequency of disturbance, which corresponds to the maximum growth rate, is [8J: 
f = 0.697Vj (1) 
nOd 
where 11; is the stream speed or jet velocity. 
The frequency of maximum growth rate also corresponds to the frequency of most 
uniform droplet production and droplet generation at frequencies far from that of 
maximum growth rate, result in size dispersions up to two orders of magnitude higher 
[22J. For droplet streams emanating from 25 and 100J.im diameter orifices at 8m1s, the 
droplet production frequencies are 70,996 and 17,749 droplets per second respectively 
[7J. The droplet diameter is found from conservation of mass equations and is: 
d =(3 O/Vj J~ 
d 2 f (2) 
I Wbere A. is the wavelength representing the distance between droplets outside the crucible. 
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Hence, orifice diameters of 25 and 100/-lm will yield droplet diameters of 47 and 189/-lffi 
respectively when generated with the frequency of most unifonn droplet production. 
Once the droplet diameter has been measured, it is necessary to relate the size of the 
liquid droplet to the size of the solidified droplet. This can be done using either a volume 
change on freezing value for the alloy, which is 2.4% contraction for eutectic tin/lead 
solder [23], or by perfonning a conservation of mass calculation between the droplet and 
the ball. AIvarez derived a new variable to take account of the effect of solidification 
[11] relating the density of the liquid state to the density of the solid state, which is: 
(3) 
An expression can be fonned relating the ball diameter bd to the orifice diameter Od, 
using (2) and (3), which will be useful when specific volumes of material are required: 
(4) 
Since the volumes of material being produced are not easily digestible in terms of cubic 
meters, an equation relating the diameter of a droplet in microns ddm to the volume in 
picolitres Volpico has been derived (see derivation in Appendix A), therefore: 
1 
_(6000'VO!PiCO J' 
ddm - 7T: (5) 
Hence a volume of 100 picolitres equates to a droplet diameter of 57.6 microns. 
Rayleigh predicted that laminar jets are stable when the wavelengths produced by the 
disturbances are less than the circumference of the stream [8]. Schneider and Hendricks 
continued this work and predicted that any laminar jets could be broken into unifonn 
droplets at wavelengths A between approximately 3.50d and 7.50d [24]. More recent 
experimental results produced by Passow, using metal droplets, showed that for a IOO/-lm 
orifice diameter, unifonn droplets could be produced over a range of wavelengths from 
approximately 3.2 Od to 10.2 Od [25]. These results demonstrate a method of adjusting 
the disturbance wavelength to alter the volumes of material being produced. 
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Alvarez has since demonstrated a method of closed loop control of ball-size utilising 
image capturing with software analysis, to determine the disturbance wavelength of the 
stream. 
2.1.2 Droplet selection 
The two main elements surrounding droplet selection are: 
• Placing a charge onto the droplet, and 
• Deflecting the charged droplets. 
A simple method for performing droplet selection has emerged from the ink-jet printing 
technology developed by Johan Nilsson of 'The Lund Institute of Technology' [26]. 
Coloured ink jets are ejected through 1O).lI1l glass nozzles under very high pressure (4.0 
MPa) resulting in droplet velocities of approximately 60 mls. A piezoelectric vibration 
frequency of 1 MHz is required to produce uniform droplets of around 15~m in diameter. 
The droplets are selectively charged using the charging electrode shown in Figure 5, so 
that only the charged droplets are deflected away from the knife-edge capturing device. 
Four jetting heads (cyan, magenta, yellow and black) are focused together to create the 
required colour utilising the movement of the rotating drum to create the image. 
A more complicated approach is to charge all the droplets and alter the deflection fields 
to direct the stream, in a manner similar to cathode ray tubes (CRI's) commonly used in 
television sets. Greater deposition speeds can be attained using electrostatic deflection 
(as opposed to X-Y movement), which helps to reduce the amount of waste material 
being collected. MPM have combined electrostatic droplet deflection in the Y-axis with 
substrate motion in the X -axis, as their method of rapidly depositing patterns of solder 
[12]. 
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Figure 5: Schematic of a continuous-mode ink jet printer. 
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2.1.3 Charging mechanisms 
The two common charging methods are illustrated in Figure 6. In both methods the 
break-up of the stream must occur within the charging field, using either cylindrical 
charging, or parallel plate charging. 
Passow practically demonstrated that an accurate predictor for cylindrical droplet 
charging was the equation! [25]: 
_ 21Wo 'V qd - 11. 
In(d, /Od) (6) 
where qd is the charge per droplet, eo is the permittivity of free space, de is the diameter 
of the charging ring, Od is the orifice diameter, A is the break-Up wavelength and V is the 
voltage on the charge plate. 
Abel also derived a formula for the parallel plate charging mechanism and pointed out 
that if the stream passed off-centre, then the charge would be slightly different [27]. The 
equation he derived is: 
(7) 
where We is the charge cell width. 
In order to validate equation's (6) and (7), Abeldesigned some apparatus to measure the 
charge on each droplet [27]. Figure 7 shows the apparatus that were used to determine 
the amount of charge per droplet. The current flow from the collection crucible was 
isolated to ensure that the current flow would discharge through the operational amplifier 
circuit. The amount of charge per droplet could be measured using: 
Vo 
qd = RI (8) 
where Vo is the output voltage from the Op-amp, R is the resistance value in Ohms and I 
is the frequency of disturbance. 
1 A derivation for this equation can be found in 'Physics: Part Two' by D.HaIliday and R.Resnick, John WiJey and Sons, 1978. 
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Figure 6: Droplet charging mechanisms. 
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Figure 7: Experimental set-up for droplet charge measurement by Abel. 
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The experiments were performed using 200J..UIl diameter tin droplets with a charge plate 
separation of 7.9mm. Abel's results are summarised in Figure 8, where the variation 
between predicted charges [calculated using equations (6) and (7)], are compared against 
experimental values recorded using an oscilloscope. The noise in the measurements 
introduced a 12% uncertainty in reading the voltage on the oscilloscope. 
2.1.4 Deflection techniques 
The force acting on the droplet and the time that the droplet experiences the force, need 
to be calculated to determine the deflection angle. 
F=Eqd (9) 
where F is the force in Newtons, E is the electric field strength and qd is the charge on a 
droplet [28]. 
E=Vld (10) 
where V is the voltage of the deflection plates and d is the separation distance. 
Substituting the value for the electric field from (10) into (9) gives: 
F = Vqd (11) 
d 
Using equation (7) and substituting in the following values: 
A = 5*10-4 m; 
£0 = 8.854*10,12 Fm,l; 
Wc = 5*lO,3m; 
Od = 100*10,6 m, and 
V = 500 Volts. 
The charge on each droplet qd is calculated to be about 3.4*10,12 Coulombs. Assuming 
parallel deflection plates are being used with a voltage of lOKV, which are separated by 
lcm, then from equation (11) the Force exerted is 3.4*10,6 Kgmls2. 
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Now, since the mass of a droplet is the density * volume, where density of tin/lead solder 
is 8.520* 1 06 g1m3, a 185~ diameter tinllead droplet would weigh approximately 
2.8*1O·8Kg. Using Newton's third law of Force equals mass times acceleration, a value 
for the acceleration of the droplet can be calculated, this is: 
F 3.4.10-6 
a = - = l21ms-2 
m 2.8.10-8 (12) 
The time that the droplet experiences the force can be calculated from [28]: 
I 
t=-
v 
(13) 
where t is the time period, I is the length of the deflection field and v is the velocity of the 
particle. If the droplet velocity is 3.75 rnls and the deflection plates are 2cm long, then 
the time period will be approximately 5 milliseconds. 
If the droplets are accelerated at 121ms·2 for a time period of 5 ms, this will result in a 
sideways velocity of 0.6 rnls. Applying Pythagoras' theorem this translates to a 
deflection angle of 9 degrees. 
2.1.5 Focusing techniques 
Sterett describes the apparatus he used to focus a stream of droplets ejected out of a CMJ 
head, see Figure 9. It is recommended that the focusing ring is to be made out of a 
highly conductive material (such as copper or aluminium) of length 150-400mm and 
opening between 10-40mm. A high voltage is applied to the focusing device of the same 
polarity as the charged droplets, resulting in the stream becoming focused to the centre of 
the ring [29]. 
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Figure 9: Apparatus used by Sterett to focus a stream of charged droplets. 
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2.2 Modelling DaD mode jetting 
The Microfab equipment is the most commercially recognised method of producing on-
demand droplets. However, there are other research groups who have also developed 
their own systems, which have demonstrated the production of solder droplets, they 
include: 
• Schiesser, Smith and Memard - IBM Personal Computer Company - developed a 
jetting head titled Micro Dynamic Solder Pump (MDSP), published some results 
and have filed a US patent [30,31], and 
• Essien, Frear and Schmale - Sandia National Laboratories - designed their own 
piston driven equipment, performed extensive modelling of solder delivery, and 
have compared theoretical and experimental results for their equipment [5,32]. 
Operating the DOD system is less complicated than the CM] system because data-pulses 
can be used to produce and select the droplets as required, thus removing the need for 
charging or deflection and as the flight path is over a short distance, focusing is also 
eliminated. The main stages of DOD jetting, are: 
• Uniform droplet production, and 
• Deposition. 
2.2.1 Droplet production 
Rayleigh first reported a detailed analysis of the dynamics involved in an infinitely long 
column of fluid, and showed that the free surface of a column of fluid will undergo 
periodic oscillations, as a result of hydrodynamic instability [8]. The amplitude of the 
instability, is given by the relation: 
- 2JrZ 
1 ( J a =aoeT cos T (14) 
where ao is the initial disturbance in the radius of the column, "is the characteristic time, 
z is the propagation distance and A is the wavelength of the disturbance. As the column 
propagates through space, surface tension acts to minimise the surface area of the 
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column. Periodic necking occurs along the column, which leads to break -up and droplet 
formation. 
The characteristic time r gives an approximate time for necking to occur, and is related 
to the orifice size and the fluid properties by the equation: 
r=~PO/ 80" (15) 
where P is the fluid density, Od is the orifice diameter, and 0" is the surface tension. 
Essien has recently validated these equations to compare experimental results using 
solder as the fluid [32]. Essien found that satellite droplets were formed when too large a 
volume of fluid was forced out of the orifice, and showed that stable droplets could be 
produced with a volume of 1.2 times the critical volume. Where the critical volume is 
the volume of material produced in the characteristic time detennined from equation 
(15). 
A full description of the Microfab jetting head is detailed in Section 1.1.2, and a 
simplified schematic of the DOD technique is illustrated in Figure 10. The data pulse is 
used to trigger the piezo-actuator, which causes a droplet to be ejected out of the glass 
capillary. Values for the accuracy and repeatabiIity of producing droplets using the DOD 
technique are available, see Table 1 derived by Scheisser [30]. 
Parameter Value(~) No of s.d's away from mean 
Mean ball diameter 105.75 -
Standard deviation 2.5 -
Minimum ball diameter 100 2.3 
Maximum ball diameter 112 2.5 
Table 1: Statistical variatIOn in the DOD equipment producing droplets. 
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2.2.2 Droplet deposition 
The drop-on-demand head can be incorporated with an X-Y table and some control 
software, to automatically create patterns directly from computer aided design (CAD) 
data. The Microfab jetting head has been encompassed into a soldering platfonn, and is 
commercially available from Speedline Materials Deposition Systems (fonnerly MPM 
Corp.), which is now a division of Cookson Electronics, see Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Photograph of the solder j etti/lg platform available from Speedlille. 
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Chapter 3 - Demonstration of jetting technology 
3.1 3D Fabrication 
Molten a luminium (melt temp 660°C) has been jetted using the CM] system, and 
porosity va lues in the order of 0.03% were recorded without post treatment [7] . Because 
the jetting technology can be a data dli ven process to deposi t materi a l and requires less 
process steps than conventional manufacturing techniques such as casting, it is suitable 
for 3D fabrication. It is also conceivable that improved mechanical properties could be 
achieved due to the fine micros tructure of the depos ited material. The rapid 
solidification rate as the spheres impinge on the substrate (target area) create a very fine 
microstructure [4]. A photograph of a tin/lead sphere demonstrating a fine 
microstructu re at the surface, is shown in Figure 12. 
The Aeroquip Corporati on have fi led a patent descri bing a method and apparatus for 
creating a free-form 3D artic le using layer-by- Iayer depos ition [29]. The droplets are 
produced usi ng a CM] head at rate of up to 40,000 droplets per second and are directed 
towards the target using droplet charging, deflection and foc using methods. 
3.2 Micro-circuit interconnect 
In the electronics packaging industry solder is commonly used as an interconnect 
medium to produce reliable mechanical , thermal and electrical join ts . Melton [33] has 
patented a process for formi ng a solder bump by projecting a discrete micro-droplet onto 
a bond pad by solder jetting, which is suitab le in electronics applications. Figure 13 
shows the cross-section of a ti n/lead flip-chip bump, deposited using the Microfab DOD 
head. 
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Figure 12: Photograph illustrating surface microstructure of a 60pm till/lead sphere. 
[Photograph courtesy of Microfab Techllologies fllc] 
Figure 13: Scalllling electrollmicrograph of a tillllead droplet moullted ill all array. 
[Photograph courtesy of Microfab Techllologies fllc] 
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3.3 Opto-electronics lenses 
Microfab have demonstrated material depos ition angles greater than 90° by reducing 
substrate temperatures, see Figure 14. This method is of particular interest in optics 
where small lenses can be deposited directly onto the ends of optical fibres to collimate 
the beam, for opti ca l communications, see Figure 15. The lenses have onl y been added 
to multi model fibres and waveguides using thennoplasti c materials, although in practice 
there is no reason why low-melting temperature glasses could not be tried for single 
mode (more critical dimension) fibres. 
3.4 Droplet solidification 
As illustrated by Microfab. the substrate temperature can be controlled to modify the 
cooling rate of the impacting droplet. The shape of the deposit can be affected by the 
dynamics of impact as well as the heat removal process from the droplet to the substrate. 
Waldvogel and Poulikakos have conducted a study of so lder droplet deposition and 
solidification, investigating the shape of a tin/lead droplet as it impacts a silicon substrate 
[6] . Figure 16 shows a summary of the effect of substrate temperature on drop let 
so lidificati on, in all cases a single droplet impacted the surface. Throughout the 
experiments, the impact velocity was constant at I .Sm/s (Note: CMJ can al so produce 
uniform droplets at this veloc ity) for all samples and the substrate and metalli sation 
thickness' were 678~m silicon wafer; followed by, 0.08~m chromium; O.3!.un copper; 
2~m nickel, and 0. 1 ~m gold . The ripples on the surface of each droplet are a result o f 
the freezing of vari ous stages of oscillation. The size of the ripples, as well as the 
spacing between them, decreased with increasing di stance from the substrate. 
l Multiple signals of light transmitted down cylinder of glass. the core of the glass is doped to provide a transmi ssion palh for the 
light signal (U'iually with Germanium ox ide). and has dimensions of > 101iffi dian"X!tcr. up to 4011111 is Iypica l. 
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Figure 14: Photograph illustrating droplet spreadillg with substrate temperature. 
[Photograph courtesy of Microfab Techllologies IlIc] 
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Figure 15: Lellses deposited 011 the elld of optical fibres usillg all optical thermoplastic 
material. 
[Photograph courtesy of Microfab Techllologies fllc] 
( b ;-) - ;:::=-.... ! \ I I" m le I t--- ..... .!J . I U Ul 
Figure 16: Scallllillg electrollmicrographs of till/lead droplets impactillg a metallised 
silicolI wafer at the following temperatures, (a) 35°C; (b) 45°C; (c) 55°C; (d) 65°C; (e) 
75°C; if) 85°C; (g) 95°C; (h) L05°C; alld (i) 115°C. 
[Photograph courtesy of Ulliversity of Illillois] 
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Chapter 4 - Development of the technique 
4.1 Refining the MIT head 
This chapter summari ses the development of the MIT jetting head and anci llary dri ve 
electronics. The M IT head had been designed as a laboratory research tool, and needed 
to be re-engineered to become suitable for use in a producti on environment. The 
development stages have been split into the fo llowing areas: 
• Ori fice redesign; 
• Droplet size contro l; 
• Droplet detection and measurement; 
• Stream control, and 
• Equipment verifi cati on. 
4.2 Orifice redesign 
In order to achieve uniform droplet break-up of a stream, the most critical equipment 
issue is the design of the orifice. More specifically the shape of the taper, and the 
materi al used. Any unwan ted material bui ld-up on the wall s of the ori fice would cause 
the stream to di ffract. Simila rly, any wetting occurring at the surface of the orifi ce would 
also affec t the jet direction. 
The original orifi ce mounting method des igned at M IT, was to cement a dri lled sapphire 
gem to the crucible fl ange using a high performance ceramic material named Autosti c™ 
The gems, supplied by Bird Precision Orifi ces Ltd , came complete with precision holes, 
machined to high specifications, to guarantee circular apertures throughout the depth of 
the crystal, see Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Illustratioll of the MIT moulltillg method usillg 
Bird Precisioll sapphire orifice. 
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Mounting the gems in thi s manner led to the following difficulties: 
• It became impossible to pred ict the direction of the jet stream until the equipment 
was running, because it was difficul t to guarantee the small crystals' co-planarity, 
with the bottom of the crucible. The stream was also seen to vary up to 4° off the 
perpendicular; 
• Only a limited number of experimental trials could be performed on the 
equipment each day, because of the lengthy drying time that was needed to fix 
new gems in place; 
• The orifices were replaced after each uial because the adhes ive cement suffered 
from fati gue sU·ess, cracks would appear eventua ll y resulting in the crucible 
leaking. Figure 18 shows one example where the orifice was blown out due to 
the cement cracking, and 
• The additional gasket materi al needed to secure the crucible flange to the 
crucible, also leaked on occasion, preventing the equipment from being used until 
di smantled and cleaned. 
In an attempt to eradicate these problems, two alternative methods for designing and 
mounting the orifi ce have been investi gated, see Figure 19. Both methods remove the 
need fo r cement, and help to reduce the variation in the stream direction. 
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Figure 18: Result of the cemellt failillg to secure the sapphire orifice. 
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Figure 19: Altemate methods of orifice moul/ting. 
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4.2.1 Orifice pre-mounted in a component 
The solution shown in Figure 19A also uses a pre-machined orifice of similar quality to 
that produced by MIT, this time in ruby, supplied in a pre-mounted component. An MS 
hexagonal -headed bolt, made of brass (an alloy of zinc and copper), was chosen as the 
most practical component for the test ri g. The bolt could simply be screwed directl y into 
the crucible, offering the foll owing advantages: 
• The time taken to change an orifice was significantly reduced; 
• Each orifice could now be used more than once, and 
• The jet direction vari ation was improved. 
The company who supplied these parts were Cooper-Walker Microelectronics, based in 
Edinburgh, see Appendix B. All the gems had an as pect ratio of approximately 5: I times 
the wall length to orifice diameter, and were interference ftlted inside the bolts. 
After testing the orifices, the following problems were observed: 
• Solder was capable of wicking down the thread of the bo lt and leaking out of the 
crucible, and 
• Vari ation in the jet-stream direction was still observed in some samples, but was 
now limited to 2° off the perpendicular. 
Brass had been chosen specificall y to prevent the solder wicking down the thread , 
because it had a higher coeffi cient of thermal expansion than the stainless/steel crucible. 
It was anticipated that thi s would seal the gap in the threads when jetti ng materia ls above 
room temperature. 
To overcome the solder wicking problem, a washer and high temperature gasket material 
(Klingersi(tM C4400) were introduced to prevent any leakage occurring, see Figure 20. 
Figure 20A is an optical photograph of the ruby orifice and Figure 20B is a picture of the 
Nortel set-up, showing the hexagonal-headed bolt fitted to the bottom of the crucible. 
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Figure 20: Orifice pre-mounted in a componellt. 
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4.2.1.1 Cooper-Walker results 
The Cooper-Walker orifices were mos t suitable for the laboratory equipment because 
they only cost £3 (UK Sterling) each, and could be deli vered within a two-week 
timeframe. This allowed for a very wide range of orifices diameters to be tested on the 
equipment at a very low cost. 
During the testing of the components, occasional random movement of the stream was 
observed. Although thi s movement did not occur very often and the stream variation was 
far less than I ° off the perpendicular, there was considerable potential for the material to 
coat the charging and deflection plates during trials. MIT have also reported thi s stream 
variation using the original orifice cementing method. Shin [34] references thi s 
phenomenon in a feasibility study of the droplet generation equipment, and has 
calculated stream 'jumpiness' averaging 0.005° over ten measurements. The 'jumpiness ' 
is thought to be a result of the orifice moving within its mounting, and is most 
pronounced using higher materi al through-put rates. 
One potential concern with mounting the gem using an interference fitting is the 
poss ibility of blowing the orifi ce out of the component at elevated temperatures. This 
has already occurred once at 350°C with a crucible gauge pressure of 25 p.s. i. and would 
be most likely to occur as the crucible temperatures and pressures are increased. 
4.2.2 Micro-machining holes 
An alternative to mounting single crystal materials with pre-machined holes would be to 
create a precision hole directly in the jetting crucible (using suitable materials). In 
practice, it would not be feasible to create a number of different crucibles to 
accommodate different orifice diameters for the laboratory equipment, so an a lternative 
method was designed to retrofi t different orifices. 
After initial discuss ions with Martyn Knowles, of Oxford Lasers Ltd, the following 
specification for a laser-drilled sample was produced: 
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• A fine grain metal was specified in pre ference to a single crystal or ceramic 
materi a l, because higher machining precision (>5fim diameter holes) could be 
achieved using a (copper-vapour) laser, and 
• The thi ckness of the materi al limits the choice of orifice di ameter and taper', as 
shown in Table 2. 
Tungsten plates of dimensions 25 mm by 25mm, and 1000fim th ickness were chosen, 
these were then spark eroded in the centres to reduce the wall th ickness to approximate ly 
200f.lm, see Figure 21 . Tungsten was selected as a suitable orifi ce material for the 
following reasons: 
• It does not alloy with the standard materi a ls used in e lectronics so ldering: 
• Has the highest tensile strength of any meta l above I 600°C, and 
• Exhibits a very low vapour pressure [35]. 
Tungsten would be a suitable materi al for the levels of pressure « I 00 p. s. i.) required to 
jet materi al th rough orifices below 50fim diameter. Pure tungs ten was al so ava ilable in a 
very fine grain strucrure, therefore a ll owing for precis ion mic ro-machining using lasers. 
AEA Technology [36) and Ex itech [37) are the UK leaders in micro-machining and have 
gained years of experience micro-machining holes in metals whil st working on other 
technologies, including fuel injecti on syste ms and ink-jet nozzle plates. Mike Osborne 
of AEA Technology, Oxford , was contacted about micro-machining the rungsten 
samples. 
Material thickness Orifice diameter Taper 
1000 f.lm 40- 1000 f.lm 5- 100 fim 
500 fim 30- 1000 J..lm 5-50 J..lm 
200 J..lm 5-1 000 1lm 10-30 J..lm 
Table 2: InformatIOn OlllllaterlOl thlckness, orifice dlOmeter 
and taper provided by Oxford Lasers Ud. 
L Strai ght walled holes ensure that the stream does nOl atomise. so a mi nirml taper is required. 
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Figure 21: Laser drilled holes ill tUllgstell plates. 
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Two trials were conducted to confirm tha t un iform break-up could be achieved and to 
establish the repeatabi li ty of the laser dril li ng process. The results were promising, 
showing tha t uniform droplet break-up was possible and that two adjacent holes 
machined independently would produce two parallel jets. Figure 2 1 A shows one of the 
ho les produced by AEA. 
Afte r further di scussions with Mike Osborne regarding the Cooper-Walker components, 
the possibility of taking a hex-head bolt and profi li ng a similar orifice was also be lieved 
to be achievable al a cost o f about £ 150 per sample. Although thi s has not been tested 
yet, it is thought to be an ideal method of manufacturing orifices that can be quickly 
attached to the equipment. The previous tri als using the Cooper-Walker mountings had 
successfull y proven the method of rapid ly changing different orifice sizes . If the ori fices 
were manufacntred in thi s manner in the future. then higher temperature materi a ls could 
also be jetted without any ri sk of the gems being blown out, and it was also thought that 
the stream vari ati on would be eliminated. 
4.2.3 Other work using orifices 
The Mechanical Engineering department at Loughborough Uni versity produced some 
samples to test the micro-machining capabil iti es of the tungsten plates using lasers, see 
Figure 2 1 B. It was not possib le to create uni form droplets using these samples, because 
they exhibited non-circular shaped orifi ces. Perfectly circular orifi ces produce very 
stable jet streams, because the liquid stream would naturally form a shape with the lowest 
surface energy (or area), thus naturall y creating a cylindrical shape. A non-circular 
orifice would initially create a non-cylindtical shape forcing the stream to adjust itself, 
unti l it becomes stable. This additional fluctuation in the stream causes changes, which 
are far more predominant than the pressure variations created by the vibrating rod, so the 
mechanical driving frequencies become effecti vely los t in the noise. 
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4.3 Droplet size control 
This section summarises the previous developments of the CMJ equipment to control the 
droplet diameters, and also introduces two new approaches to improve on the previous 
methods. 
4.3.1 MIT size control feedback 
Chun (of MIT) has implemented a method of feedback for CMJ machines ( 11 ). An 
image of the droplet stream, frozen by stroboscopic illuminati on, is acquired using a 
charge coupled device (CCD) camera. The image is transferred to a computer via a 
frame grabber add-on card, to analyse the separation between the ejected droplets. 
Measurement is achieved using edge detection techniques, which identify abrupt changes 
in the greyscale l values of this image. The software scans the current image looking for 
dark regions representing droplets. 
If the cross-sectional area of one of these regions satisfi es that of an estimated size, as 
determined by the user, then a droplet is 'found'. Direct measurement of the diameters 
are not feasib le with droplets above 500l1m, because drop let shape oscillations will not 
have stabilised until the droplets have passed outside the field of the camera. To account 
for the shape variations, centre points measured in pixels for each droplet are determined 
fro m the max imum and minimum, horizontal and verti cal edge values, see Figure 22. 
This is valid because the droplet's shape osci llations are ax is-symmetri c, so the cen tre 
points will always remain in the same place. The algorithm then continues to look for 
two further droplets. The average spacing, or wavelength, between each droplet, ;t, is 
calculated where the di stance between consecuti ve droplets is given by: 
( 16) 
where fis dri ving frequency, VJ is jet velocity and (X"YI), (Xt,Y,) are the pos ition of the 
centre of droplets respectivel y. 
] Relating to the relative imcnsilies or pixcls within an image. 
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Figure 22: MIT droplet detectiolllllethod. 
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The droplet di ameter can then be found from the fo llowing equation, which incl udes a 
conversion factor bCllmera to convert the number of screen pixels to a di stance in meters. 
d -c V30/A~ d - IIQ:' 2 U camem ( 17) 
CnD/. is an experimentall y determined coeffic ient relating to the frictional , viscos ity and 
surface tension effects of the ma teri al being deposited. The difference between this 
measured ball diameter and the des ired size is then compared. Altering the frequency of 
the applied electro-mechanical vibrati on, would change the induced break-up length 
thereby increas ing or decreas ing the droplet size by computer contro l. 
In summary, MIT have succesfully demonstrated a feedback method suitab le for 
producing solder ball s fo r PBGA packages which provides adeq uate results for large size 
droplets (>600J..lm diameter). It can also be used to measure sma ll er sizes if more 
powerful camera optics are implemented. One complicati on with thi s setup, is that once 
the camera calibration factors have been es tablished, it is not poss ible to adjust the 
camera optics without re-calib rating the pixel/size faclor. As small er droplet sizes are 
measured there becomes a ri sk that slight variations in the stream direction would cause 
the droplets to become 'out of focus ' , adjusting the camera optics to compensate would 
then alter the conversion factor. Also, the time taken to capture an image using a 
standard CCD camera creates a response time delay of typica lly 33 milli seconds, as 
smaller droplets are produced at much greater rates (i.e. > 35 KH z), the delay time could 
become excessi ye. 
4.3.2 Histogram method 
A CM] droplet generation process for smaller dimensions wi ll inevitably require closed 
loop feedback system to work for droplet di ameters approaching 40J..lm (i.e. 34 
picolitres). Detecting the droplets by the edge detection techniques, as described in 
4.3.1, for smaller droplet sizes, wou ld result in reduced accuracy due to the reso lution of 
the optical system. 
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Expensive optical components are not needed if the relati ve intensities within the image 
can be analysed, instead of attempting to detect each droplet. Using the same optical set-
up as described in 4.3. 1, an image is captured, but is reduced in size by the operator to 
onl y include the droplet stream . The window selected by the operator, referred to as the 
region of interest (Ra!) see Figure 23, he lps to eliminate unnecessary processing of 
background (non-c riti ca l) areas. The image is then scanned by- row, building a 
hi stographic representation of the greyscale values within the image. Note that the 
hi stogram values are the inverse because of the method of background illumination. 
There are two ways to build the histogram. If a threshold operation is passed over the 
ROI, a binary image of the droplets is created and the number of 'on' pi xels is summed. 
The advantage of this method is that the pos ition of the droplets can be well defined. 
Conversely, one drawback is that the intensity of background illumination may vary, 
potenti all y creating a noisy image after thresholding. 
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Figure 23: Image of droplet stream takellusillg CCD camera al/d strobe. 
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This problem has been overcome by incorporating an adapti ve form of histogram. By 
summing the total intensity in each row (or scan-line) in the region of interest, the 
droplets are super-pos itioned upon the varying illumination intensity, Figure 24, which 
can frequentl y occur using stroboscopic devices. 
Pro nounced peaks are observed, which re la te to the positions of the droplets within the 
image. [n order to obtain a value for the stream wavelength and hence the drop let 
diameter (equation 17) , the peak-to-peak values must be filtered out of the hi stogram. 
The actual pos itions of each peak are of little relevance and the average di stance between 
the peaks need only be established. The frequency of the fundamenta l pseudo-sine wave 
contained wi thin Figure 25 can be found by performing a di screte Fourier Transform 
(DFT) on the hi stogram data seri es. The DFT maps a function from a finite number, N, 
of sampled points to N complex numbers. 
To achieve the most efficient process ing time, a spec ific case of DFT known as the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) has been utili sed , which reduces the number of operati ons from 
N2 to N lOg2N. The cleares t derivation for thi s algorithm is given by Danielson and 
Lanczos [38], who show that a DFT of length N can be written as the sum of two discrete 
Fourier Transforms, each of length N12. 
The maximum value in the resultant data series indicates the fundamental frequency o f 
the sampled data. Dividing the total number of scan-lines by thi s value gives the 
corresponding wavelength . This is then used (in equation 17) to yield the drople t 
diameter and the difference between measured and target droplet size can be calculated . 
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Figure 24: Histogram representation of the number of 'on' pixels due to presence of a 
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Other researchers using these techniques [11,39] have incorporated a proportional control 
algorithm, which alters the driving frequency in proportion to the magnitude of error. 
The processing time using the new algorithm is greatly reduced and each individual cycle 
takes 150ms compared to a previously reported value of 700ms. One possible advantage 
of this method is that the measurement accuracy increases as the droplet sizes decrease. 
This is due to the fact that as the droplet diameters are reduced, more are present in the 
ROI at anyone time and are therefore examined by the algorithm, as opposed to using a 
fixed number of balls to be assessed to make the measurement. Unfortunately the 
process is stilI limited by the response time of the CCD camera and the need to perform 
any size-pixel calibrations. 
4.3.3 Droplet to space ratio 
Using the above DFT method some resolution is lost as the droplet diameter increases 
because of the discrete nature of the algorithm. In addition, the variation in perturbation 
amplitude, due to resonance and harmonic effects in the transducer, see Figure 26, leads 
variations in the stability of the break-up as the frequency changes. 
An alternative method has been derived, which also removes the need for any optical 
calibration, therefore eliminating a value for Ocamera. The feedback control variable can 
be determined from the linear relationship between the droplet volume and jet velocity. 
The velocity of the jet is controlled by varying the pressure inside the crucible, which 
results in a change to the droplet size. 
The effect of altering pressure is illustrated in Figure 27. As the crucible pressure is 
increased, the droplet volume also increases. 
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Figure 27: Effect of altering pressure on water droplets issued through a 400pm 
orifice, using a constant perturbation frequency of 1500Hz. 
(a) Low pressure; (b) High pressure. 
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In order to utilize the jet velocity as a feedback variable, a suitable set of algorithms have 
been established to monitor the droplet dimensions. If we consider two cylinders of 
material travelling at the same velocity, one being broken into discrete droplets at some 
frequency, f, then by definition, over a set distance they must contain the same volume of 
material. As the broken stream forms into droplets they are separated by a uniform 
'space', Figure 2S. 
If all the droplets formed per unit time were placed side-by-side, and the length along the 
central axis (Le. the sum of their diameters) was divided by the total space remaining, in 
order to equal the length of the unbroken stream, then the ratio can then be written as: 
LDroplet.values 
Rd = ~ 
, L..Space.values (IS) 
If the stream is travelling at a jet velocity of Vj, then Rd, is given by: 
(19) 
where dd is the droplet diameter and/is the disturbance frequency. 
The total volume of material ejected from the orifice over a unit time, is: 
(20) 
Combining (19) and (20), gives: 
(21) 
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Figure 28: Illustration of the droplet diameter length and space values in a uniform 
stream. 
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The total volume, V" of ejected material formingfnumber of balls, is found from: 
(22) 
Since (22) must equal (21), then: 
(23) 
The required diameter of material, dd, including a solidification factor to take account of 
shrinkage during cooling or curing, is used to calculate an initial value for the target 
droplet to space ratio, Rds. This is then used as a reference value for the feedback loop 
and is found from: 
R - d 
(
2S' d 2 
d,- 3.0/ (24) 
where, == droplet diameter; 
Od == orifice diameter; and 
S == Shrinkage Factor (%). 
The droplet to space ratio has been plotted against the droplet volume for a target 
diameter of 375/-lm. To demonstrate how slight adjustments to the ratio can influence the 
droplet volume, see Figure 29. 
In this example, a droplet to space ratio of approximately 1.065 would be targeted to 
achieve a droplet diameter of 375/-lffi. If the droplet to space ratio was controlled to 
within ±5%, the diameter range would vary between 370-380jJ.m, which equates to a 
diameter size control of 375/-lffi ±1 %. This highlights that using the droplet to space ratio 
as a feedback parameter offers the potential for precise ball size control. 
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Figure 29: Graph illustrating the relationship between the droplet to space ratio and 
volume. 
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The value for Rds is stored, along with the orifice diameter, for use in the feedback 
algorithm. When the feedback system is initiated, the current value for Rds is calculated 
by measuring the amount of dark pixels, representing the droplets, along the stream's 
central axis. This value is then compared with the target value affecting the pressure 
controller leading to the crucible. 
The ratio value is of particular interest because it will function regardless of droplet size, 
wavelength or velocity and only requires the orifice diameter to calculate the discrete 
volumes. 
4.4 Droplet detection and measurement 
This section discusses some alternative methods of measuring the droplet to space ratio, 
as discussed in 4.3, which eliminate the need for image capture and software algorithms. 
4.4.1 Optical recognition of droplets 
By configuring a laser-diode and photo-receiver at the centre of a focused stream, the 
ratio of droplet to space can be monitored very accurately. One approach would be to 
use a series of optics to focus a collimated laser beam onto the centre of the droplet 
stream, then refocus the beam onto the photo-receiver to get the maximum amount of 
light onto the target, see Figure 30. 
Another less complicated approach would be to mask both the laser-diode and photo-
receiver so that only a tiny point of light (i.e. a few microns) can be detected at the 
receiver. The beam would need to be accurately aligned onto the stream. This could be 
achieved within or directly below a stream focusing device to ensure that the droplet 
stream would be constantly positioned correctly, see Figure 31. This could be achieved 
by masking the surfaces of the laser-diode and photo-receiver using gold-flash or carbon 
black and then etching the mask away with a focused ion beam. 
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Optical method to focus collimated light source 
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Figure 30: Method offocusing the laser beam using diverging lenses. 
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Figure 31: Illustration of the laser-diode and photo-receiver arrangement. 
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The output signal from the photo-receiver would be a real-time representation of droplet 
presence. Using appropriate signal conditioning (e.g. optical isolator and/or Schmitt 
trigger) the output signal of the photo-receiver could be made compatible with standard 
digital Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) circuits. This signal could then be converted 
into a time/space measurement using the set-up shown in Figure 32. 
By generating a square wave using a stand-alone frequency generator and splitting it into 
two paths, one half could be sent directly to a counter/timer (labelled counter 2 on the 
diagram) and the other sent to an AND gate. The AND gate would also need to be 
connected to the output signal from the photo-diode. 
Counter 1 represents the number of pulses received from the frequency generator when 
no droplets are present between the laser and receiver (i.e. a number of counts 
representing the total space measurement). Counter 2 represents the total number of 
pulses produced by the frequency generator during the time period. By subtracting the 
value of Counter 1 from Counter 2, it is then possible to obtain the value for the droplet 
presence (i.e. the number of counts for the droplet presence measurement). 
4.4.2 Automating the measurement 
The following steps are required to perform an accurate measurement, which can easily 
be performed using a personal computer (PC) with a suitable input/output card: 
1) Reset both counters simultaneously; 
2) Allow equipment to run for as long as required; 
3) Stop counters and finally, and 
4) Perform calculations to determine droplet/space ratio. 
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Digital measurement of droplet/space ratio 
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Figure 32: Suggested digital circuit to monitor the droplets dimensions in real-time. 
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The information produced using the digital circuit produces real-time cumulative values 
for the droplet diameters and droplet spacing, see Figure 33. In this example, the ratio of 
droplet to space would be 15 over 36 (i.e. Rds = 0.4167), however this measurement 
should really be made over a longer period of time to average out variation. Typically, 
ten thousand droplets are produced each second, so if measurements were made over this 
time period, the results would be averaged over 10,000 samples. 
The frequency of the square wave represents the resolution of the system, so as the 
frequency is increased, the number of counts representing droplet presence and spaces-
between-adjacent-droplets would also increase. This is important when monitoring 
smaller droplet sizes, as the ratio would require a higher resolution. 
4.4.3 Hardware measurement of droplet/space ratio 
An overview of the proposed measurement process is represented in Figure 34. The 
main advantages of this set -up over the conventional image capture and software analysis 
are: 
• The response time would be reduced from 150ms to <1OOlls (because the 
response time of a photo-diode is -IOns and an accurate measurement could be 
made at 10,000 times this value); 
• The resolution of the measurement would increase, and 
• Every droplet would be evaluated during the sample period. 
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Figure 33: Illustration of droplet/space ratio measurement. 
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Figure 34: Overview of the closed-loop size control feedback mechanism. 
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4.5 Stream control 
The main problem when using a pre-mounted orifice is the inability to predict the stream 
direction. This has resulted in the jetted material coating the deflection and focusing 
plates. Consequently, it has been necessary to develop a method of altering the position 
of the deflection and focusing plates during trials. 
This section describes the improvements that were made to the MIT jetting rig to 
accommodate inconsistencies in the jet direction. Two approaches were identified: 
I. To introduce a lead-screw onto each of the focusing and deflection elements, 
which could be adjusted on the outside of the chamber, see Figure 35. 
2. To incorporate two rotating branches into the equipment, one for each side of the 
stream, each consisting of an array of the focusing and deflection elements, see 
Figure 36A. 
Although both methods were deemed suitable, the rotating branches were implemented 
for the following reasons: 
• Once running, deflection and focusing branches can be moved into position more 
rapidly than with the lead screw method; 
• Less alteration to the existing equipment was required, primarily because no 
additional holes in the Perspex chamber were necessary, and 
• The cost of implementing this method was significantly lower. 
The adjustable branches were constructed out of W' copper pipe to provide structural 
stability and also to prevent static build up, see Figure 36B. The deflection and focusing 
plates were constructed using stainless steel. 
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Figure 36: Branch adjustment of focusing and deflection plates. 
(a) plan view of the rotating mechanism, (b) photograph of the equipme1lt set-up. 
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The voltage applied to each pair of plates would determine whether the stream could be 
deflected or focu sed. Since the droplets are charged negatively, negati ve charges must 
also be applied to parallel plates to focus the stream, see Figure 37. If there is a potential 
difference ac ross the plates then the stream will be deflec ted towards the anode (see 
Sec tion 2.1 for further information). 
Using the ro tating branches with 300llm tin/copper eutectic droplets, a potential 
diffe rence of IOKV across 2cmlong (almost) parallel defl ection plates separated by Icm, 
c reated a deflection angle >2°. Applying the theory described in 2. 1.4 and assuming a 
constant droplet velocity of 4m/s, a deflection angle of 2.5° has been calculated, which 
demonstrates the predictability of the equipment. 
The rotating branches allow the deflection and focusing plates to be si tuated very close to 
the stream, a lthough problems could still occur if the stream direc ti on becomes greater 
than 5° off centre. Although thi s is not relevant to the Cooper-Walker orifices , as the 
internal dimensions of the hexagonal-headed component limit the stream direction to a 
max imum variation of 2°, an additional method of straightening the stream has been 
implemented, to acconullodate different orifi ce mounting methods that may be 
investi gated in the future . 
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Figure 37: Schematic of the rotatillg brallch method used to 
focus a stream of droplets. 
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The method invo lves separating the jetting fl ange into two parts, a main fl ange fo r the 
gas and electri cal corunections, and another to control the stream direction. Fi gure 38 
illustrates how three screws aligned in a triangular formation, can be adjusted to control 
the direction of the jetting crucible fl ange, by compress ing a 12mm diameter nitri le-
rubber O-ring. Coarse adjustments can be made to the stream direction by manually 
ti ghtening or slacking the relevant adjustment screws. lnitialmeasurements have 
recorded a variati on of ±7° off perpend icular. A more sophisti cated method using a ball -
joint and stepper motors could be incorporated to accurately control the stream direction, 
and it is also conceivable that thi s technique could be further automated to account for 
drift vari ati ons in the stream direction during trials. 
4.6 Equipment verification 
This section describes the experiments that were conducted 10 measure the repearabili ly 
of the modifi ed M IT hardware (see the res t of thi s Chapter for fu ll modifi cation detail s) 
and veri fy that the characteri stics of the break-up technique had not been affec ted. It was 
poss ible to measure the repeatability of the hardware set-up by determining the pressure 
and piezoelectri c frequency settings needed to achieve uniform break-up, then repeating 
the experiments. varying orifi ce and crucible fix tures. 
Figures 39-41 show the range of uniform break-up frequencies for water using a 140~m, 
1 60~m and 1 80~m orifice respectively. Water was chosen to reduce the experimentation 
time, as the lengthy heating and cooling stages were eliminated. At least 20 repeat 
experiments were completed fo r each orifice size to gain statistical confidence, using a 
variety of pressure levels. 
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Figure 38: Adjustable mounting mechanislIlllsed on j etting head. 
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Figure 39: Uniform break-up frequency rallgefor water usillg 140 microll orifice. 
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Uniform break-up frequency range for water using a 180 micron orifice 
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Figure 41: Uniform break-up frequency range for water usillg 180 mic rOil orifice. 
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In the case of the 140llm orifi ce graph and using water, at a given pressure (say 3 p.s. i.) 
uniform break-up was achievable at any frequency between 4000-7500 Hz. Thi s implies 
that the equipment could be set-up to say, 3 p.s .i . and 6000 Hz, and a uniform droplet 
stream would appear. The disturbance frequency could then be adjusted by ± 1500 Hz, 
altering the dimensions of the droplets, whi lst still maintaining a uni fo rm stream. 
A linear relationship was observed between the crucible pressure level (i.e. jet velocity) 
and the disturbance frequency. Analys ing the data using (linear) regress ion techniques 
analysis enabled a trend line to be fitted to the high and low frequencies, which permit 
stab le break-up. 
4_7 Solder sphere experimental procedure 
This secti on detail s the additional apparatus used to control sphere production and 
descri bes the equipment set-up used to manu fac ture the lead-free so lder spheres in 
Chapter 5 . 
4.7.1 Hardware alterations 
In 1999 the CM] head was refi ned to produce uniform spheres and had the so ft ware 
optimised to produce target ball sizes (see Section 4.3). 
The apparatus required to produce and captu re uniform so lder spheres is shown in Figure 
42. The jetting cl1lcible containing the molten solder and the piezo-d ri ven vib ration rod 
are situated above a collecti on vessel, sepa rated by a catching device. The catching 
device, which is connected to the de fl ection branches (see Section 4.5) is positioned 
above the collection vessel until a stream of uniform droplets are being produced. The 
catching dev ice is then moved away, allowing the droplet stream to enter the co ll ection 
vessel. 
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Figure 42: Overview oJ the solder ball productioll set-up. 
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A hi gh charge (- I 0.10 coulombs) is placed on each droplet, causing adjacent droplets to 
repel one another forcing the stream to cone I . The stream must begin to cone before the 
droplets enter the oil , as thi s increases the separati on of the droplets and helps to reduce 
merging occurring at the surface of the liqu id. 
Two ethylene glycol based oils which had been designed for use in Hot Air Solder 
Leve lling (HAS L) machines by Cemco Limited2, were used to help so lidify the spheres, 
these were: 
• Quicksil ver Oil no. 2 - produced by Dex ter Corporation and recommended for 
use with Tin/ Lead solders (up to 250°C), and 
• HSL Oil AF 1864 - an experimental batch produced by Dex ter Corporation and 
reco mmended for hi gh melting temperature alloys (up to 400°C). 
A cy lindrica l collecti on vessel of 6cm diameter x 40cm height was di fferenti all y heated 
so that the top half was controlled at approx imately 50% of the alloy' s melting 
temperature and the bottom half was maintained at 50°C. Differenti al heating was 
necessary because the droplets initiall y deform on entering the oil , and require time to 
reshape before solidi fying. To avoid spillage, a two inch gap was left at the top of the 
vesse l to allow the oil to expand during heating and to accommodate the volume 
consumed by the solder spheres. 
1 111C repulsion of the droplets causes the steam to shifl out of a single ax is (s trai ght line) into a three-dimensional shape simi lar 10 
Lhat of a cone. Increasing the charge on each droplet. shortens the distance away from the orilicc where the coning occurs. 
2 Supplied by Paul Warson of the Circuit Engineering Marketing Company Limited. a UK manufacturer of HA$L cquip .. ncnt. 
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4.7.2 Operating the continuous-mode jetting head 
The solder jetting head was encapsulated in a large Perspex I chamber, to allow for 
control of the environmental conditions as well as allowing for unres tricted viewing of 
the stream, see Figure 43. The stroboscope and camera were situated on the outside of 
the chamber to allow for optical adjustments during experimental luns. Nitrogen was 
pur·ged through the chamber to reduce the oxygen level to below 100 parts-per-mi lli on 
(ppm), as oxide formation could inhibit the break-up process . The oxygen leve l was 
constantly monitored using a Hitox G-200 Oxygen Analyser, with a sample pipe fed into 
the vicinity of the stream break-up. 
The personal computer (PC) used for coordinati on and contro l was a Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) Pentium 11 400MHz, fill ed with the following Industry Standard 
Architecture (ISA) and Peripheral Component Interface (PCI) plug- in-cards: 
• Optimum Vision MV I 000 image grabber PCI card ; 
• ETC M32 1 frequency generator ISA card, and a 
• Data Translation DT-302 Input-Output (UO) PCI card . 
The image grabber card was connected to an Hitachi VKM98-E CCD camera fitted with 
a Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) lens and was used in conjunction with a Chadwick-
Helmuth Slip-Sync-Strobex Model 109 stroboscope to freeze and capture images of the 
stream break-up. The flash-rate of the stroboscope was determined by the Thurlby 
Thandar Instruments (TTi) TGP I 10 10MHz Pulse Genera tor with delay, which was set 
to produce a single square wave pul.se with a delay time to match the refresh rate of the 
camera. 
1 Pcrspcx is the lCadcnalT'C ror I>oly- trethyl-lrethacrylalc (PMM 1\ ) 
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Figure 43: Photograph of the solder j ellillg rig. 
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A schematic of the hardware used to crea te and monitor a uniform droplet stream is 
shown in Figure 44. The frequency generator was set to produce a sine wave between 0-
40KHz, which was sent to both the piezoelectric crystals and the pulse generator, to 
ensure that the images captu red were synchronised to the droplet stream. The signal sent 
to the piezoelec tric crystal s was moni tored on a Techtronilt 7613 oscilloscope and then 
passed through two-stages of amplification . The first stage was an InterM Personal 
Address Amplifier PA- I 0008 complete with a 3330hm 100Y speaker output , then the 
signal was amplified through a standard 160VA Toroidal transformer (suppli ed by RS) to 
produce an output (ac) signa l of up to 300V. 
The signal was (nominall y) 200V peak-to-peak (s ine wave) when il entered the 
piezoelectric stack , which was suffi cient to create enough verti cal osc ill ati on to break-up 
the stream. The Slack consisted of four vibration crystals and one monitoring dev ice. all 
separated by brass di scs to suppl y the dri ver signa l, see Figure 45. The Type I crystal s 
were lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) 1/2 " di scs of 0. 1" thickness, supplied by the American 
Piezo Company (APC) Internationa l Ltd - materi al number 84 1 - and were used to 
provide the mechanical vibration from the input signal. 
A second PZT disc, Type 2 in the diagram, was used to monitor the vibration signa l 
produced by the Type I crystals to ensure that a clean ' signal was being transmitted 
down the vibration rod, thi s was also made from APC 1nl. Lld material 84 1. The signal 
quality was inspected using the Tektronix oscilloscope, where sine waves of amplitudes 
up to I DV peak-to-peak were observed. One side of the crystal s were coded with a black 
spot, to identify the positi ve polarity of the part, and all spots were mounted adjacent to 
the brass discs labelled + V ac. 
I A signa l lhat has no while noise distorling it. 
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Figure 44: Illustratioll of ancillary equipment to operate the jettillg rig. 
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The preferred sequence of events for jetti ng solder alloys, are described in the following 
four stages, as ill ustrated in Figure 46. 
Step 1: Remove piezo stack fro m crucible and fi ll with solder pellets. 
Step 2: Heat the cru cib le to approx . 10% hi gher than melting temp of alloy, 
whi lst flu shing the cru cible with nitrogen gas, to reduce ox ide growth and 
contaminati on. 
Step 3 : Lower the vibration rod into the molten solder. 
Step 4 : Secure the piezo stack to the crucib le, creating an air-ti ght seal and 
pressuri se with nitrogen. 
The pressure level inside the crucible and the Perspex chamber were monitored using 0-
60p.s. i. and 0-30p.s. i. gauges respecti vely. The heating elements were two 35 mm 
diameter 240V 120W band heaters and were both contro lled using a model-453 
temperatu re controller by Eurotherm. 
4.7.3 Sphere preparation 
The spheres were separated from the oil us ing fi lter paper, and were was hed for 3 
minutes in a mixture of runni ng water and Mevon-SS ( liquid soap, to remove any 
remaining traces of oil. The balls were then (insed in Iso- Propyl Alcohol ( IPA) and dried 
off on a hot plate for 15 minutes at 85°C. The spheres were then categori sed into 
di fferent sizes using a range of 180- 1 000/lJll woven wire mesh sieves2 
At this point, there were still sma ll percentages (typicall y < I %) of unwanted spheres in 
the batch, which may have merged togethe r during cooling and were not suitable for 
electronics packaging, see Figure 47 . 
I Liquid Soap produced by Tork. 
2 Sievcs supplied by EndccolIs Ltd .. Lombard Road. London SWI 9 3rl. 
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A simple filtering sys tem was des igned to eliminate all the abnormalities within a batch. 
The solder batch was poured down a ramp angled between 5_15° between meandering 
tracks. trapping all the abnormal shapes on the corners and allowing only the spherical 
balls to reach the collection vessel. see Figure 48. This process was repeated once more 
to ensure all un wanted particles had been removed . 
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Chapter 5: Lead Free Solder Spheres 
5.1 Solder spheres in electronics 
The Was te of Electric and Electri cal Equipment (WEEE) directi ve, created by the 
European Union (EU). now in its 5 th draft, currently states that lead must not be used in 
e lectronics packaging by January 2008. Although the specifics of th is directi ve may 
continue to be altered over the coming months, it is likely that the removal of hazardous 
materials, such as lead and brominated fl ame retardants, will directly affect the choices 
of materials currentl y found in many electronics products. Substitute materia ls should be 
in vesti gated now to minimise the impac t o f the market upon in troduction of the directi ve. 
Thi s chapter describes the use of so lder sphe res in the electronics industry and focuses on 
the work to replace the current lead-based alloys. Precision so lder spheres are used 
main ly in the electronics industry to prov ide the electrical and thermal interconnects in 
advanced components, these include Direct Chip Attach (DCA) devices, Chip Scale and 
Ball Grid Array packages (CS P and BGA), see examples in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49: Relevance of solder spheres in electronics manufacture. 
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5.2 Types of spheres 
After examining the current ranges of chip-scale and BOA packages, the solder spheres 
which are used to connect the package to a substrate (or printed circuit board), could be 
separated into two distinct categories: 
1. Collapsible spheres - designed to melt and form the main interconnect when the 
package is soldered on the board. Typically collapsible balls are used for finer 
pitch devices (down to 300j11Il diameter) where eutectic tinllead alloy is most 
commonly used l . 
2. Non-collapsible spheres - used to maintain a standoff between the package and 
substrate product during life. This helps to accommodate large thermal 
mismatches between the package and substrate material (i.e. of particular value 
when mounting ceramic packages on to FR4 substrates). The non-collapsible 
balls offer improved mechanical integrity, offering increased solder joint life 
compared to the collapsible alternatives. A high melting temperature tin/lead 
(SnlOPb90) alloy is most common, where eutectic tinllead solder is also required 
to solder the ball to the package and substrate. 
These two tinllead alloys will need to be replaced to comply with the EU draft directive, 
but current solder sphere manufacturers are only just beginning to produce lead-free 
samples because of the lack of market demand [40,41]. The manufacturers produce the 
spheres by atomising a jet of solder in air (or controlled gas environments depending on 
the alloy), then collect and sieve the powders to tolerable dimensions (see Appendix C 
for further information). The process produces large percentages of unwanted particle 
sizes, which are either recycled or used in other solder products, like pastes. 
Consequently, it would not be cost-effective for these manufacturers to produce small 
batches of solder balls for lead-free reliability programmes due to the nature of their 
process. 
I High melting temperature very fine pitch (as small as 125f.!m diameter) SnlOlPb90 (non-collapsible) balls are sometimes used 
within BGA packages to connect silicon flip-chip devices on to tbe main substrate material. 
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Some of the current sphere manufacturers include Qualitek International Inc.!; Alpha 
Metals Inc?; Indium Corporation of America3; and Senju Manufacturing Ltd4• The 
spheres are sold in units of millions and are produced to a tolerance of approximately 
±2Sf-llll (for sphere sizes above 500J..lm). 
5.3 Lead-free solder ball production 
The current solder sphere dimensions used in conventional electronics packages range 
from 150-1000f-llll ball diameters, see Figure 50. Flip-chip and die-size ball grid array 
packages have spheres ranging from 150-500J..lm [42], fine pitch ball grid array packages 
(FBGA) spheres range between 400-700J..lffi [43], and standard BGA packages have 
sphere sizes typically ranging between 600-1000J..lm. The Cooper-Walker components 
are available in orifice diameters ranging from 30-640J..lm, which would equate to a range 
between 54-1152J..lm diameter spheres using the CMJ system. 
The smallest orifices sizes that have been purchased from Cooper-Walker were 50f-llll 
diameter, which equated to solder spheres of diameters below l00J..lm. Similarly, the 
largest orifice that has been purchased is 440J..lm diameter and a maximum sphere 
diameter of just above lOOOllm has been produced. The results are promising and 
confirm the capabilities of the CMJ equipment for producing a wider range of solder 
sphere sizes. If larger or smaller droplet sizes are needed in the future, then other 
methods of orifice manufacture would need to be considered, note these have already 
been discussed in Section 4.2. 
1 hUp:/lwww.gualitekcom.products/metals/bga.htm 
lhttp://www.alpbametals.com/productwselectorguidelbgasphere!SOldcringmaterials.htm1 
'3- http://www.indiumcomlindexl.html 
4 http://www.linkhamson.co.uk/LeveIThree/senjusoarkle.htm 
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Figure 50: Range of sphere diameters currently used in electronics packages. 
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The CM] equipment has been used to successfully demonstrate the production of s older 
balls during the initial equipment trials using eutectic tinllead solders, but had not b een 
tested at temperatures exceeding 250QC, or with other solder alloys. Table 3 summ arises 
the alloys and melting temperatures, which have been identified as possible replace ments 
for lead-based alloys used in collapsible and non-collapsible balls. The melting poi nt for 
when the tin/antimony/copper alloys has been predicted from phase diagrams, produced 
Babbitt metals were being examined in the 1950's [44,45]. 
Lead-free AJloy Liquidus (QC) 
Tin/Copper Sn99.3 CuO.7 227 
Tin/Silver Sn96.5 Ag3.5 221 
Tin/Copper/Silver Sn95.8 CuO.7 Ag3.5 217-220 
Tin/Antimony/Copper Sn97.5 SbO.5 Cu2 285 
Tin/Antimony/Copper Sn91 Sb6 Cu3 325 
Table 3: Lead-free alloys used to produce solder spheres. 
5.3.1 Lead-free reliability programmes 
There are a number of electronic related lead-free programmes currently ongoing 
worldwide covering issues such as materials replacement for components, alloys, a nd 
d-free PWB finishes [46, 47]. Nortel is currently collaborating on a global electronics lea 
packaging programme in association with the High Density Packaging User Group (HD-
PUG), who are concerned with reliability issues facing lead-free electronics solutio ns. 
The programme is designed to examine the effects on performance and reliability 0 f 
lead-free electronics assemblies and is investigating assembly variations, including 
package types; board materials; board finishes; processing temperatures; interconn ect 
for the materials; lead finishes, etc. At least two sizes of solder balls have been specified 
tests, using 500K off 450f..lm and 750f..lm diameter spheres in eutectic tin/copper. 
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The Department of Material Science and Metallurgy at the University of Cambridge is 
also investigating the reliability of solder balls in electronics packages, and is especially 
interested in failure modes in the grain structure on a number of solder alloys. 
Cambridge is populating its own packages using 900l!m solder balls, but has not been 
able to identify a solder sphere supplier capable of offering a range of alternative alloys. 
Kings College London is also investigating the abrasion of surface layers on solder 
particles as they are sheared in suspension, using a viscometer, as part of a wider 
programme performing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of coalescing 
solder ball surfaces. The Mechanical Engineering Department is particularly interested 
in obtaining highly uniform spheres at a range of sphere diameters, using various alloys. 
A matrix of experiments have been devised to accommodate the needs of all research 
programmes, whilst evaluating the capabilities of jetting different melting temperatures 
using the CMJ head, see Table 4. 
450).lIIl 850).lIIl 900).lIIl 
Lead-free Alloy diameter diameter diameter 
Tin/Copper Sn99.3 CuO.7 ., ., ., 
Tin/Silver Sn96.S Ag3.S ., ., ., 
Tin/Copper/Silver Sn9S.8 CuO.7 Ag3.5 ., ., ., 
Tin/Antimony/Copper Sn97.S SbO.S Cu2 X ., ., 
Tin/ AntimonylCop.£er Sn91 Sb6 Cu3 X ., ., 
Table 4: Matnx of expenmenls 10 produce solder spheres. 
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5.3.2 Benefit to a solder sphere manufacturer 
In 1998, 500 billion solder spheres were sold worldwide and incorporated into 
electronics products and packages. The spheres are priced per thousand and are normally 
sold in jars containing between 500K and IM, depending on ball size. Prices typically 
range from $0.10 to $0.60 per thousand, depending on the volume being purchased and 
the type of alloy. 
Using this data, the potential value per Kg of solder spheres for five different alloys can 
be calculated, where eutectic tin lead balls are priced at $0.10 per thousand; tin copper 
silver balls at $0.60 per thousand; and all other alloys at $0.30 per thousand. Table 5 
summarises the cost per kilogram of high purity extruded solder pellets in each alloy and 
the equivalent value in solder ball form (when purchasing a minimum of 200Kg of the 
Sn1OPb90 alloy or 50Kg of any of the others, as quoted by Fraser Gorton at Multicore 
Solders Limited). 
Alloy 
(weight percentage) 
Densit~ 
(Kg/m) 
Cost of solid Price of Price of 
bath pellets 450!lJll solder 850!lJll solder 
£/Kg balls £ I Kg balls £ I~K",--
~~T~in~Le~a~d~(6~0~M~0)L-4-~8~5~20~~ __ 6~.~87~ __ ~~14~7~.6~0~~ __ ~2~1~.90~~ 
~~T~in~Le~a~d~(1~O~{9~0)L-4-~10~5~0~0~ __ ~8.~17~ __ ~~35~9~.2~9 __ ~ __ ~5~3~.31~~ 
~T~in~C~0~Do(e~r~(9~9~.3~/0~.7~)~~7~3~10~~ __ ~8.~63~ __ ~~5~16~.0~8~~ __ ~7~6~.58~_ 
~T~i~n~S~i~~e~r~(9~6~.5~/3~.5~)-+~10~3~80~~ __ 1~3~.O~O __ -+ __ ~3~6~3~.4~5 __ ~ __ ~5~3~.93~_ 
Tin Copper Silver -10000 12.75 754.52 111.96 
(95.8/0.7/3.5) 
Table 5: Predicted value of solder spheres in various alloys. 
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5.4 Solder ball production results 
One gram of spheres in each alloy were analysed using flame absorption 
spectrophotometry by Rooney Labs l to accurately determine the alloy composition, see 
results in Appendix D. A summary of the solder spheres that were produced and their 
compositions are highlighted in Table 6. 
450)llll 850J.UD 900)llll 
Solder Alloy diameter diameter diameter 
Tin!Lead Sn63 Pb37 X ., X 
Tin!Lead Comp. unknown ., ., ., 
Tin/CoQP~r Sn99.3 CuO.7 ., ., ., 
Tin/Silver Sn96.5 Ag3.5 ., ., ., 
Tin/Copper/Silver Sn95.8 CuO.7 Ag3.5 ., ., ., 
Tin/Antimony/Copper Sn97.5 SbO.S Cu2 X ., ., 
Tin/Antimony/Copper Sn91 Sb6 Cu3 X ., ., 
Table 6: Summary of the solder sphere production matrix. 
I Rooney Laboratories Ltd, Analytical and Consultant Chemists, Hampshire, UK. TeI; +44 (0) 1256469941. 
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5.4.1 Sample preparation for SEM and optical examination 
5.4.1.1 Cross-sectioning samples 
A thin layer of epoxy resin (15 parts by volume of Struers Epofix Resin with 2 parts of 
Struers Epofix hardener) was placed in a plastic sample holder and degassed in a bell jar 
using an Edwards One Stage No.8 vacuum pump. The vacuum level was maintained at 
approximately 100mbar, until air bubbles ceased to emerge from the resin. The solder 
specimen was then located in the centre of the resin, and left to harden at room 
temperature for at least 4 hours. 
The sample holder was next filled with more epoxy resin, degassed once more, and left 
to harden for a minimum of 6 hours. The potted sample was extracted from the holder 
using a vice and abraded until the surface of the specimen was reached, using a Struers 
Knuth-Rotor-3 grinding wheel with silicon carbide paper. Typically the grade of silicon 
carbide paper needed to perform this task would range between #80 (very coarse) down 
to #1000 (fine), depending on the depth of specimen potted in the epoxy. 
The potted sample was then rinsed with Propan-2-ol (supplied by Fisher Chemicals also 
known as Iso Propyl-alcohol or IPA) and cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of IPA for a 
minimum of 2 minutes. The sample was rinsed once more and then dried using a 
Metaserv C-4200A specimen drier. The sample was then ground again to remove the 
coarse scratches, this time using finer grade silicon carbide paper (ranging from #1200 
down to #4000), and was rinsed, cleaned, and dried as before. 
The sample was then transferred onto the Metaserv Universal Polisher, and polished for 
at least 2 minutes on the 61lm cloth. The 61lm cloth was prepared using a standard 
Struers Polishing Cloth (code: STAAC) and coated evenly with Struers 61lm DP-Paste M 
(code: SYNXI). The cloth was then rotated whilst applying Struers 61lm DP-Spray P 
(code: SPRIX), and kept lubricated during polishing with Struers DP-Lubricant Red 
(code: DEPPO). After polishing, the sample was rinsed, ultrasonically cleaned and dried 
as previously described. 
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The specimen was finally polished for a further 2 minutes using Illm diamond particles 
on the Metaserv polisher, then rinsed, cleaned and dried. The cloth had been prepared in 
similar manner to the 61lm cloth, but this time using the 1 !lID equivalent paste (code: 
SYNSU) and spray (code: SPRON). 
5.4.1.2 Optical microscopy 
The solder samples were etched using a standard tin etchant [5mJ of Hydrochloric acid in 
100mJ of IPA] to highlight the grain structures. The etching procedure was to rinse the 
sample in running hot water; rinse with IPA; apply etchant for 5 seconds whilst rubbing 
the surface; rinse in running hot water; rinse with IPA; clean sample in ultrasonic IPA for 
2 minutes; and finally, dry sample in warm air. If no structure could be seen on the 
surface at a magnification of x 1 00, then the etching procedure was repeated. 
The grain structure was clearly visible in all the samples except the tin/copper/silver 
alloy. An alternative etchant based on ferric chloride [2% weight ferric chloride, 2% 
weight hydrochloric acid in de-ionised (DD water] was found to accentuate the grain 
structure in the tin/copper/silver samples sufficiently to observe patterns optically. The 
etching procedure for the ferric chloride etchant was to wash the sample with IPA; rinse 
in running hot water; rinse with DI water; apply etchant for 5 seconds whilst rubbing the 
surface; rinse with DI water; rinse in running hot water; rinse with IPA; clean in 
ultrasonic bath of IPA for 2 minutes, and dry in warm air. 
5.4.1.3 Scanning electron microscopy 
The specimen was first cleaned in the ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes and dried in warm 
air using the Metaserv Drier, to promote uniform adhesion of the carbon coating 
compound. The potted sample was then fixed in a metallic SEM sample holder, using 
adhesive carbon-based pads and a supporting screw. A small amount of carbon Dag 580, 
supplied by Acheson Ltd., was applied between the top of the epoxy resin and the 
metallic sample holder. This was necessary to prevent the epoxy from charging, which 
can cause a poor image being displayed later when inside the SEM chamber. Finally, the 
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potted sample was carbon coated in the Balzers Union type CEDOIO carbon coater, using 
a high-current setting. 
The sample was then transferred to the Hitachi S-4000 scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) fitted with an EDAX Compact Detecting Unit (CDU) light energy advanced 
performance (LEAP) detector for imaging and compositional analysis. Before analysing 
the sample, the column alignment and stigmatism were corrected to optimise the beam 
intensity and image quality. 
5.4.1.4 Analysis of solder ball surface 
The solder spheres were placed directly on a carbon pad on a sample holder and 
examined in the SEM. Photographs of the spheres at magnifications of X40 and XIOO, 
and some higher magnification surface examinations were also photographed at X500 
and/or Xl 000 using a Polaroid film holder and type 572 film. 
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5.4.2 Solder sphere results 
5.4.2.1 Tin/lead eutectic (Sn63/Pb37) 
Starling with the slandard tin/lead eutectic materi al, supplied by Multicore (code: 63EN), 
Figure S I shows an SEM micrograph of an array of different spheres. The tiny pmticles 
on [he surface of the sphere are debris that may have collected on [he samples during Ihe 
SEM preparati on. 
Figure 51: Micrograph of an array of till/lead eutectic spheres x40. 
Examining the surface of the spheres more closely, see Figures 52 and 53, show that 
there are no defects, which is an indication that the composition must be close to the 
eutectic. If an off-eutectic alloy is used, and allowed to solidify under equi librium 
conditions, then shrinkage porosity would be visible on lhe surface. The composition of 
I gram of spheres (-800 samples) using fl ame absorption spectrophotometr/, and the 
percentage by weight of tin was measured at 62.6%, see Appendix D. This confirms that 
I The samplcs are dissolved in acids and then bw-nt in a OallX!. A beam of light . visible in lhis case, is passed through the sample and 
into a phOtO detector, which is able to determine the wavelengths that ha ve been absorbed. This sel-up can be used 10 detect up 10 
twenty clcrrents simullancously at concentrations as low as I part per billion. 
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the alloy is of eutecti c composition (i.e. where the eutectic is referenced as 62.8% Sn in 
text books [23]). and 62.6% would be within the tolerances of measurement. 
Figure 52: Micrograph of a tilll/ead eutectic spheres xlOO. 
Figure 53: Micrograph of the surface of a till/lead eutectic spheres x500. 
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Figures 54 and 55 are lypical oplical cross-sectional images of the ingot and a sphere 
afte r etching, respecti vely, both at a magnification of x 100. Both samples revealed the 
classic SUl.lcture seen in eutectic tin/lead solder. 
Figure 54: Optical photograph of the graill structure ill the tillllead illgot xlOO. 
Figure 55: Optical photograph of a tillllead sphere at xlOO. 
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5.4.2.2 Cemco tin/lead solder 
Cemco Ltd. provided Nortel with some electrically refined tin/lead solder for tri als on the 
jelling equipment. Unfortunately, a precise data sheet for this alloy could not be attained, 
because it was recycled material that had been lIsed in some HASL tri a ls. The materi a l 
that was originall y supplied by Alco-met (Solders) Ltd. t was eutectic tin/ lead 
(Sn63/Pb37) solder in wire form. However, this was later supplied to Nortel in the form 
of a pellet ingot. Full details of the refinement process were not available at the time of 
writing, although it is believed that ionic contaminants and particulate matter (greater 
than IOllm in size) are removed. One gram of the ingot mareri al has been analysed using 
absorption spectrophotometry, and a weight percenrage of tin was measured at 65 .6%. 
Figure 56 is an SEM micrograph of an array of the tin/ lead spheres at a magnification of 
x40, and exhibit features reminiscent of surface shrinkage. 
Figure 56: Micrograph of all array of till/lead solder spheres x40. 
I i\\CQ-lT£l (solders) Lld, Hul l. UK - Tel +44 (0) 1482 225859. 
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Figures 57 and 58 are SEM micrographs of a typical sphere produced from the Cemco 
electri cally refined tinllead alloy, showing the topography at increasing magnitudes. 
Shrinkage is clearly visible on the surface, indicating that the solder is of an off-eutect ic 
composition. This was later confirmed using absorption spectrophotometry, where an 
average of 72.6% by weight of tin was measured across approximately 1000 samples. 
Figure 57: Micrograph of a typical till/lead sphere xlOO. 
Figure 58: Micrograph illustratillg the surface shrillkage 011 a typical til//lead sphere 
x500. 
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Figure 59 is a cross-sectional optical photograph of the ingot after etching, at a 
magnifi cation of x 100. This section reveals the presence of some primary phase tin 
(white areas on the photograph), also confirming that the alloy was off-eutectic on the 
tin-rich side. 
Figure 59: Optical photograph of cross-section of the tin/lead ingot after etching x /OO. 
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Figures 60 and 6 1 are cross-sec tional optical photographs of a typical tin/ lead sphere, and 
highlight the effect of surface shrinkage at x 100 and x500 magnifications. In thi s 
example, the shrinkage porosity has reached a depth of at least 30% into the sphere, and 
aga in tin -ri ch areas are visible in the structure. 
Figure 60: Optical photograph showillg cross-sectioll of a typical till/lead sphere after 
etchillg x100. 
Figure 61: Optical photograph showillg surface shrillkage of a typical tillilead sphere 
x500. 
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5.4.2.3 Tin/copper (Sn99/Cu1) 
Figure 62 shows an SEM micrograph of an array of different spheres using the tin/copper 
Sn99Cu I) high purity extruded solder wire supplied by Multicore Solders (code: 99C). 
The alloy is nominally I % by weighl of copper according to the manufacturer, although 
onl y 0.46% by weight of copper was measured in one gram of the wire material. 
Figure 62: Micrograph of all array of till/copper sphere x40. 
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Figures 63 and 64 are SEM micrographs showing the topography of a typ ical tin/copper 
sphere at magnifications of x I 00 and x500. Shrinkage porosity is evident on the surface, 
indicating that the compos ition of the alloy is off eutectic. Only 0.50% by weight of 
copper was measured in a I-gram batch of spheres (averaging -950 samples). The 
tin/copper eutectic compositi on is believed to be 0.7% by weight of copper, and il is 
thought that thi s difference would be suffi cient to promote surface porosity. 
Figure 63: Micrograph of a typical till/copper sphere xlOO. 
Figure 64: Micrograph illustrating surface porosity on a till/copper sphere x2K. 
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Figures 65 and 66 are etched optical micro-sections of the tin/copper wire in the 
transverse and longitudinal directions. The wire shows a typical drawn structure. with an 
equiax.ed structure in the transverse direction, and an elongated structure in the 
longitudinal direction. There are two phases present, presumably the tin-ri ch primary 
phase and the eutectic. 
Figure 65: Opticalmicro-sectioll of the trails verse sectioll of till/copper wire xl 00. 
Figure 66: Optical micro-section of the 10llgitudinal sectioll oftilllcopper wire xl 00. 
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Figure 67 is an etched micro-secti on of a typical tin/copper solder sphere al a 
magnification of x I 00. The cross section structure in the sphere also shows a duplex 
structure, as seen in the wire, of a primary tin-rich phase (white areas on photograph) and 
the eutectic (dark). 
Figure 67: Opticallllicro-sectioll of a typical till/copper sphere after etchillg xlOO. 
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5.4.2.4 Tin/silver (Sn96.5/Ag3.5) 
Figure 68 shows an SEM micrograph of an array of different spheres using the standard 
tin/silver eutectic material , Sn96.5 Ag3 .5 alloy supplied by Multicore (code: 96S). The 
weight of sil ver in I gram of the ingot materi al was measured to be 3.43% using atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry, which is a lmos t prec isely the eutectic composition. 
However, the array of spheres in the micrograph, appear to show evidence of shrinkage 
porosity, usually only seen in off-eutecti c a lloys. 
Figure 68: SEM micrograph of all array of till/silver spheres xlOO. 
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Figures 69, 70 and 7 1 are SEM micrographs of the topography on a typical tin/si lver 
sphere, at inc reasing magnifi cati ons, and clearl y highlight shrinkage effec ts. A batch of 
spheres (-670 samples) were analysed using atomic absorption spectrophotometry, and 
3.65% by weight of sil ver was measured, again confirming a eutecti c compos iti on. 
Figure 69: SEM micrograph of the surface of a till/s ilver solder sphere x200. 
One explanation which may acco unt fo r the shlinkage occurring, is that the rapid cooling 
of the spheres (i.e. the differentia lly heated oil) may have c reated non-equilibrium 
conditions, thereby causing the sphere to solidify in a di fferent manner to that described 
using conventional phase di agrams. In thi s case, it is possible that the eutecti c point 
could have been altered during cooling, creating shrinkage porosity on the surface. 
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Figure 70: SEM micrograph of the surface of a tin/silver sphere xSOO. 
Figure 71: SEM micrograph showing the surface shri1lkage Oil a tin/silver sphere 
x2000. 
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Figures 72 and 73 are etched optical micro-sections of the ti n/si lver ingot and a typica l 
so lder sphere, at a magni fication of x I 00. The microstructure of the ingot was too fine to 
be adeq uately resolved using optical techniques , however, the section of the sphere 
shows a duplex structure similar to that seen in the ti n/copper samples. 
Figure 72: Opticalmicro-sectioll of the till/silver illgot after etchillg xl 00. 
Figure 73: Opticalmicro-sectioll of a till/s ilver solder sphere after etchillg xlOO. 
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5.4.2.5 Tin/copper/silver (Sn95.8/CuO.7/Ag3.5) 
Figure 74 shows an SEM micrograph of an array of different spheres using the 
tin/copper/s il ver alloy (SnCuO.7 Ag3 .5) supplied by Multicore (code: 96SC). The ingot 
material was ana lysed using atomic absorption spectrophotometry. 0.4 1 % by weight 
copper and 3.80% by weight sil ver was measured after dissolving in ac id l , the remainder 
of the sample is assumed to be tin . There is curren tl y a lot of confusion about the actual 
eutecti c of the tin/copper/s il ver ternary alloy, for instance the ' Engelhard Corporation' 
has patented this alloy in US Patent No. 4,778,733 to include up to 3% by weight of 
sil ver and 6% weight copper; simi larly Mul ticore solders also produces thi s a lloy as 
Sn95 .5Ag3.8CuO.7. Consequently, it wi ll not possible to measure how close these 
samples are to the eutectic until il is specified, although very similar quantities of copper 
and silver were detected in a batch of (-700) spheres using atomic absorption 
s pectrophol 0 metry. 
Figure 74: SEM micrograph of all array of tillicopper/silver solder spheres x40. 
I Dissolution in aqua regia - A AS for Sb and Cu, di ssolution in HNOJIHBrIHCIOJ- -A AS for Ag. classical titrimctic Sn determination. 
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Figures 75 and 76 are SEM micrographs showi ng the topography on a typical 
tin/copper/s il ver solder sphere. The alloy must be close to the eutectic because no 
shrinkage porosity could be seen at the surface . 
Figure 75: SEM micrograph of a typical tillicopper/silver sphere xl 00. 
Figure 76: SEM micrograph of the surface of a typical till/copper/s ilver solder sphere 
x500. 
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Figures 77 and 78 are etched optical micro-sections of the tin/copper/s ilver ingot and a 
solder sphere, respectively, at a magnification of x 100. The structures of the ingot and 
sphere were too fine to be adequatel y resolved using optical techniques. SEM analysis 
could be performed to examine the Sll1l cture in grealer detail at higher magni fi cations, if 
required. 
Figure 77: Opticalmicro-sectioll of the till/copper/silver illgot xl 00. 
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Figure 78: Optical micro-section of a tillicopper/s ilver sphere xlOO. 
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5.4.2.6 Tin/antimony/copper (SnSbO.5Cu2) 
The composition of one gram of the ingot materi al was analysed by Multicore Solder 
afte r manufacture and 2.14% by weight of copper, 0.55% by weight of antimony, and 
97.25% by weight of tin was measured, see Appendix E. After jetting the alloy into 
spheres, a batch of -850 samples were analysed using fl ame absorption 
spectrophotometry . 1.76% by weight of copper and 0.60% by weight of antimony was 
measured in the sample, the rest was assumed to be tin . 
Figure 79 shows an SEM micrograph of an array of different spheres using the 
SnSbO.5Cu2 experimental solder a lloy supplied by Multicore. 
Figure 79: SEM micrograph of all array of SIISbO.5Cu2 solder spheres x40. 
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Figures 80 and 8 1 are SEM micrographs showing the topography of a typical 
SnSbO.5Cu2 sphere, at magnifications of x I 00 and x500. The surfaces are free of 
defects, suggesting that this composition must be close to the ternary eutectic. 
Figure 80: SEM micrograph of a typical SIISbO.5Cu2 solder sphere x100. 
Figure 81: SEM micrograph showillg the topography 011 a typical SIISbO.5Cu2 solder 
sphere x500. 
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Figures 82 and 83 are etched optical micro-sections of the tin/copper/antimony ingot and 
a solder sphere, respecti vely, at a magnification of x I 00. As wi th the tin/copper/sil ver 
samples, there is still some confusion about the exact composition of the ternary eutectic. 
According to the phase diagram publi shed by Smithells [45J , the compos ition of the alloy 
is in the liquid plus gamma phase, although the structures seen on the photographs are 
100 fine 10 be resolved. 
Figure 82: Optical micro-section of the SnSbO.5Cu2 ingot etched xlOO. 
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Figure 83: Optical micro-section of all etched SnSbO.5Cu2 solder sphere xlOO. 
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5.4.2.7 Tin/antimony/copper (SnSb6Cu3) 
Figure 84 shows an SEM micrograph of an a rray of different spheres using the 
SnSb6Cu3 experimental solder alloy, supplied by Multicore. Multicore measured 2.86% 
by weight copper, 5.6% by weight of antimony and 9 1.48% by weight of tin in the ingot 
materia l directly after manu facture, see Appendi x E. The composition of a batch o f - 850 
spheres were also analysed using absorption spectrophotometry, 2.58% by weight copper 
and 6.55% by weight antimony were measured . 
Figure 84: SEM micrograph of all array of SIISb6Cu3 spheres x40. 
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Closer examination of the topography of the spheres at magnifications of x 100 and x500, 
Figures 85 and 86, show shrinkage porosity on the surface. The defects on the surface 
are suggestive of thi s composition being further away from the eutecti c composition than 
the SnSbO.5Cu2 alloy previously examined . 
Figure 85: SEM micrograph of the surface of all SIlSb6CuJ solder sphere xlOO. 
Figure 86: SEM micrograph highlightillg the surface shrillkage 011 all SIlSb6CuJ 
solder sphere x500. 
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Figures 87 and 88 are etched optical mi cro-sections of the SnSb6Cu3 ingot and a typical 
sphere, at a magnification of x 100. The structures of both the ingot and sphere are 
somewhat more complicated than the previous alloy. There appears to be interesting 
patterns forming in the materi al, most notably in the sphere sample. 
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Figure 88: Optical micro-section af ter etching of all SnSb6Cu3 sphere xlOO. 
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Examining the structure in the sphe res at a higher magnificati ons, reveal fl ower like 
patterns, see Figures 89 and 90. Three phases appear to be present in the micros tructure; 
the primary phase (white needles on the photographs) is thought to be a ti n/copper 
intermetalli c compound (Sn6CuS); the secondary phase is a pseudo-binary eutectic (grey 
petal shaped areas surrounding whi te needles) of poss ibly tin/antimony, and the third 
phase is the te rnary tinlcopper/antimony eutectic (darkest areas). 
Figure 89: Optical micro-section after etching of an SnSb6Cu3 sphere xSOO. 
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Figure 90: Optical micro-sectioll after etchillg of all SIlSb6Cu3 sphere xlOOO. 
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5.5 Solder sphere summary 
When the WEEE draft directive is enforced in the future, and lead is banned from 
electronics components, there are already lead-free alloys available which can be 
substituted for the conventional tinllead alloys. The CM] equipment has successfully 
been used to produce different sizes of spheres (450-850J..lm diameter) in a range of 
alternative alloys (eutectic and off-eutectic, binary and ternary alloys, with liquidus 
temperatures between 217-32SOC), including the current industry standard eutectic 
tin/lead alloy. 
The production of uniform droplets has been demonstrated to tolerances of 
approximately ±5J..lffi of target diameter. Unfortunately during the freezing and 
collection stages, a small percentage «5%) of adjacent droplets do merge together, 
creating unwanted shapes and sizes. In general, one of two things can happen when two 
droplets merge together, either an irregular shape is formed, such as a cylinder, or 
spheres of approximately twice the original volume are created. This mechanism is 
dependent on the rate of cooling and the significance of distortion as the droplet impacts 
the surface of the oil. 
Although simple methods have been constructed to eliminate these unwanted shapes (see 
the filtering system in Figure 50 and the use of sieves) the ideal scenario would be to 
perfect the droplet freezing process and eliminate merging altogether. On a more 
positive note, the use of flame atomic absorption spectrophotometry has shown a 
satisfactory correlation between the composition of the original ingot (or wire) material 
and the composition of the jetted spheres. This confirms that the CM] system is a 
practical method for producing spheres for electronics packaging applications (in 
particular BGA, flip-chip and CSP components). 
The microstructures of the spheres have in general been marginally finer than the original 
ingot/wire materials. Although finer structures are believed to be more resistant to creep, 
it is not known how the microstructures would change over time (for example at room or 
elevated temperatures, or after thermal cycling). 
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Furthermore, the spheres revealed a highly homogenous microstructure from sample to 
sample, this is most likely to be a result of the rapid cooling of the droplets, which is 
considered to be an important attribute concerning the fatigue life of solder joints in 
electronic components. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
6.1 Brief history 
Materials Jetting has derived from the ink-jet printing technologies developed in the late 
1980's, the main developments have been to achieve high melting temperatures within 
the crucible. There are two categories of jetting, continuous-mode and drop-on-demand 
mode jetting. 
Continuous-mode jetting, dominated by Chun of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (M IT) and Orme of the University of California Irvine, utilises mechanical 
vibration to break-up a liquid jet into a stream of uniform droplets and can achieve high 
throughput rates .. Charging deflection and focusing techniques, similar to Cathode Ray 
Oscilloscopes, are used to perform droplet selection and precise deposition. 
Drop-on-demand mode jetting, engineered by Microfab Technologies Inc., relies on an 
electric pulse to dispel a droplet from a crucible on demand. This on-demand approach 
simplifies the ancillary equipment required control the droplets, and it is possible to 
achieve accurate deposition using a precision XYZ table. 
The jetting technology has been used with low melting temperature solder alloys, such as 
indium and tin binary eutectics, to bump silicon wafers and various substrate materials. 
Also lens arrays and wave guides have been formed thermoplastic materials for optical 
telecommunications applications. 
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6.2 Equipment modifications 
A continuous-mode jetting head, licensed from MIT, was installed in July 1998 at Nortel 
Networks Harlow Laboratories, and re-engineered to become suitable for use in a 
production environment. The following areas of the continuous-mode jetting equipment 
were developed: 
• Orifice design and mounting; 
• Droplet size control, detection and measurement, and 
• Control of stream direction and repeatability. 
6.3 Size control droplet/space ratio 
An alternative method of droplet size control has been created, which removes the need 
for any optical calibration and is compatible across any droplet size range. A new 
feedback control variable has been derived from the linear relationship between the 
droplet volume and jet velocity. This variable can automatically control the droplet size 
coarsely using an electronically operated mass flow controller to alter the crucible 
pressure, or precisely by adjusting the piezoelectric driving frequency. 
The new feedback variable, based on the orifice diameter, material shrinkage factor and 
droplet dimension, is given by: 
R =(2S'd/ IJ-1 
d, 3.0/ 
where, = Droplet/space control variable; 
S = Shrinkage Factor of material (%); 
dd = Droplet diameter, and 
Od = Orifice diameter. 
This variable has been used to speed up the droplet size measurement and automated 
feedback process, to achieve uniform droplets of target volumes. 
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6.4 Solder spheres in electronics 
The Waste of Electric and Electrical Equipment (WEEE) directive, drafted by the 
European Union (EU), currently states that lead must not be used in electronics 
packaging by January 2008. Lead is used to form the electrical and mechanical 
interconnect between electronics devices and circuit boards. More specifically, besides 
the solder joints themselves, lead is commonly alloyed with tin to produce collapsible 
and non-collapsible solder spheres for flip-chip, chip-scale packaging and ball grid array 
applications. Substitute materials have been requested by various research teams 
worldwide, to help minimise the impact of the WEEE directive when it comes into force 
in the future. 
6.5 Method and apparatus for solder sphere production 
A full description of the ancillary equipment used to drive the continuous-mode jetting 
head and the additional hardware used to capture and freeze perfectly spherical particles 
has been documented. The design of a custom filtering system used to remove merged 
and misshapen spheres has also been included. 
The method of sample preparation for metallurgical evaluations using optical and 
scanning electron microscopy has been reported. 
6.6 Solder sphere summary 
Table 7 summarises the spheres that were successfully produced using the continuous-
mode jetting equipment. These samples were produced to assist three independent 
research programmes evaluating lead-free solder spheres. Tin/lead spheres were initially 
produced to validate the jetting technology and also to provide a benchmark to compare 
the other materials against. 
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450~ 850~ 900~ 
Solder Alloy diameter diameter diameter 
Tin/Lead Sn63 Pb37 x .; x 
Tin!Lead Comp. Unknown .; .; .; 
Tin/Copper Sn99.3 CuO.7 .; .; .; 
Tin/Silver Sn96.5 Ag3.5 .; .; .; 
Tin/Copper/Silver Sn95.8 CuO.7 Ag3.5 .; .; .; 
Tin/Antimony/Copper Sn97.5 SbO.5 Cu2 x .; .; 
Tin/Antimony/Copper Sn91 Sb6 Cu3 x .; .; 
Table 7: Solder sphere production matrix. 
The consistency of the alloys from original state (ingot) to jetted sphere form, were 
confirmed using flame absorption spectrophotometry and an optical evaluation of the 
microstructure was used to inspect the uniformity of the different alloys. Of particular 
interest was an off-eutectic shrinkage pattern found on the surface the tin/silver eutectic 
spheres, which was thought to be the result of non-equilibrium conditions created during 
the rapid cooling of the droplet. All other alloys showed results consistent to what was 
expected. 
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Chapter 7: Further work and recommendations 
For continuous-mode jetting equipment to become widely accepted in a manufacturing-
production environment, a system must be developed to automatically produce a stream 
of uniformly sized droplets to within a known tolerance. The current continuous-mode 
head requires a 'trained' operator to adjust the crucible pressure and piezoelectric driving 
frequency to achieve a stable droplet stream. In practise, this is very much a research 
laboratory approach, and would not be sensible for shop floor manufacturing. 
This report has demonstrated the repeatability of the equipment, Section 4.6, and has 
shown that initial conditions (in particular specific crucible pressure and piezoelectric 
driving frequencies for target droplet volumes, assuming constant orifice diameter and 
material temperatures are maintained) can be predetermined reasonably accurately if the 
materials properties (surface tension and viscosity) have been adequately characterised. 
This report has also introduced a novel feedback control algorithm, the droplet/space 
ratio, Section 4.3.3, which can be used to provide real-time information about the droplet 
generation process. In fact, it may be possible to utilise the droplet/space ratio to 
eliminate the need for any operator involvement. Using the continuous-mode equipment, 
as the stream becomes unstable (i.e. driving frequency/crucible pressure is too low or too 
high), satellite droplets are formed. These smaller droplets can be positioned to appear 
down the centre of the stream, using the charging and focusing methods discussed in 
Section 4.5. The appearance of these satellites would increase the droplet/space ratio, 
making it possible to detect their presence (almost) real-time. This information could be 
set-up in a feedback control system (similar to that described in Section 4.3) to guarantee 
the production of a uniform stream of droplets. 
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Other recommendations would be: 
• To replace the manually adjustable focusing branches and jetting head, as 
described in Section 4.5, with electronically adjustable (motor driven) hardware, 
to automatically correct for drifts in the stream direction as required; 
• To redesign the crucible to achieve higher temperatures, and investigate the 
possibility of jetting low melting temperatures glasses (-600°C), and 
• To implement a laser-photodiode droplet detection system, see Section 4.4.1, and 
investigate the possibility of making real-time precision measurements of the 
droplet/space ratio. 
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Chapter 9: Appendices 
Appendix A - Derivation to determine an expression of 
volume in picolitres to a droplet diameter in microns. 
1 picolitre = 1.10-12 litres = 1.10-15 m3 
I micron = 1.10-6 m 
From mathematical formulas: 
Vol = 4/3 n r3 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where Vol is measured in cubic meters and r is measured in meters. 
By substituting (1) into (3), the volume can be represented in terms of picolitres VOlpico, 
where r is still in terms of meters: 
VOlpiCO * 1.10-15 = Vol = 4/3 nr3 (4) 
By substituting a value for the radius into microns rm from (3) into (4): 
VOlpico * 1.10-15 = Vol = 1.10-18*413 nrm3 (5) 
Converting the radius to a diameter in microns ddm from (5) gives: 
VOlpico * 1.10-15 = 1.10-18*413 n(ddml2l (6) 
Rearranging (6) to find ddm gives: 
1 
(
_7_S0_V:.:...Olx::Pic:!:.O J3 ddm =2 
n 
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Appendix B - Cooper-Walker microelectronics data sheet. 
Tiny 
Precision 
Orifices 
(gas or liquid flow restrictors) 
Synthetic sapphire orifice plates fitted to either standard restrictor bushes or other fittings. 
The orifice plates are accurate and consistent. Circular restrictions minimise risk of clogging. 
, 
1 
1 j 
1 
i 
1 
"J , 
1 
i , 
! 
1 
. 1 
See over for details ofthe four standard restrictortypes in 32 sizes and developers FlVEPACK 
[b[Wd] 
COOPER-WALKER 
Cooper-Walker Microelectronics Ltd 
36 George Street Edinburgh EH2 2LE 
Tel +44 (0)131 2262260 Fax +44 (0)131 5564600 
www.cwmicro.com 
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Appendix C - Solder sphere manufacturing. 
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Appendix D - Flame absorption photospectrometry results. 
16/03 '00 15:38 FU 01256 4706H9 ROO~EY LABS. LTD 
ROONEY LABORATORIES LTD. 
Analytical and Consultant Chemists 
Your Rei: Order No. SGB-098945 
Our Rei: LR.49834 
7 Lennox Mall, 
Lister Road, 
Basingstoke, 
Hampshire. 
RG2240F 
Tel: 01256469941 
Fax: 01256470669 
[it] a(iI 
Mr J Watts email: rooney@rOOlley-labs.demon.=.uk 
Nortal Networks 
Harlow Laboratorie~ 
London Road 
Harlow 
Essex 
CM17 9NA 
Samples: Tin alloys 
Laboratory Report No_ 49834 
Date of sample receipt: 13 March 2000 
Date 01 completion of testing: 16 March 2000 
VAT Reg No. 199647491 
16 March 2000 
Method used: Dissolution in aqua regia - AAS for Sb and Cu. dis$olutlon In 
HNO~/HBr/HCIO~ -AAS for Ag, classical litrimetric Sn determination. 
Result! CUt % Sb, % Sn, % Ag, % 
Sn63Pb37 spheres 626 
SnPb spheres 72.6 
SnPb pellet 656 
Sn99.3CuO.7 wire 0.46 
Sn99. 3CuO. 7 spheres (Batch 1) 048 
$n99,3CuO.7 spheres (BatCh 2) 052 
Sn96.5Ag3.5 bar 3.43 
Sn96.5Ag3.5 spheres 3.65 
SnCuOJAg3.5 bar 0.41 3.80 
SnCuO.7Ag3.5 spheres 0.52 365 
SnSbO.5Cu2 spheres 1.76 0.60 
SnSb6Cu3 spheres 258 6.55 
Cu, Sn, Sb and AgThese element~ have been quantIfied USing flame atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry. 
1~A/\,AA-M,)V''''':h.-1 Signed ...... 
R.C.Rooney. B.Sc .. C.Chem .• F.R.S.C. 
Principal Scientist 
Rllgistered in England No. 1011576 
DIrectors: P.J. ROOr'ley, M.I.Q.A. L.RS.C. M.I.Mgt (Managing). R.C.R!'Ioney. B.Sc. C.CMem. F'R.S.C. 
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Appendix E - Solder data sheet (SnSb6Cu3 alloy). 
se 200 SF 021 AP?ENDIX 'c' 
SAMPLES fOR METALS ANALYSIS.' 
(PLEASE USE ONE FORM tOR BACH SAMPLE DATE: 
FROH: 
ALLOY TYPE: c· C(C'7 .j ,"'"\ .~ G...:, {,c .. .> Q. 
ORIGIN OF SAMPLE: 
SPLASH: CUSTOMER: 
STICK: v/- LICElfCEE: 
\fIRE: FACTORY: 
POWDER: LAB l'RODUCF.:D: 
CREAM: 
D.".'l'CH NUMBER: (IF KNOlfN) 
-
(IF POIiDER EXTRACTED FROM CREAM PLEASE GIVE CREA!1 DESCRIPTION.) 
RESULTS per cent 
Aq Al As Au Bi Cd Cu F, Ni Pb 
-
.. 
c.<>'l- o·oc:cs: O,C07.. O·CO\ 0-0 \ D·= a..~b 0,W\- 0'''<:>'' ".",-
,",:-
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Appendix E - Solder data sheet (SnSbO.5Cu2 alloy). 
se 200 SF 021 APPENDIX • C' 
SAMPLES FOR METALS ANALYSIS 
(PLEASE USE ONE FORM FOR EACH SAMPLE DATE: 1'21, 1/"1 '1 
ALLOY TYPE: Q. 
ORIGIN OF SAMPLE: 
SPL!lSH: CUSTOMER: 
STICK: 
V LICENCEE: 
WIRE: nCTORY: 
~ LAB PRODUCED: 
~ 
BATCH NUMBER: (IF KNOWN) 
.--
(IF POIfDER EXTRACTED FROM CREAM PLE~.SE GIVE CREAM DESCRIPTION,) 
RESULTS per cent 
Ag Al As Au Bi Cd Cu 
... 
. 
o.CO\ D·otoS O'CQ:L Cl-COl 0·0\ f'tCo(, 2.. 13 
·153· 
Fe 
" O·CC<\-
Ni Pb 
o·",,~ o·os 
REPORTED 
BY 
Sb 
O'S$ 
So Zn 
'f1.2S o=>, 
r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
